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Introduction 
The teaching of reading has long been recognized as one of the most 
imnortant functions of the school. In our modern society the printed word 
serves as ari important avenue for comnmnication. \V'hen ·we consicler the va s t 
quantity of reading material - books, magazines, pamphlets, ne1:rspapers , 
billboard advertisements and. directions on timetables, packages and. signs -
\"1'8 come to a keener realization of the place reading plays in our daily 
living. 
The value of reading as a recreational and educational avenue b...as cer-
'I II 
I 
I 
tain aspects peculiar to it. For many people , the radio and television not-
\'Jithstanding, reading is still a highly favored form of recreation. This 
kind of reading may serve t\vo purposes : l) it may be for sheer enjoyment and :l 
' . t. 2).... . t II tt. II f th I app recJ.a 10n , or l.v may serve as a r esp1 ·e, a ge :mg a'lt:ay · rom e 
stern realities of life. Inability to read fluently deprives the individual !! 
of wmy recreational opportunities . The citizen t-vho wishes to ke ep \vell in-
formed about his local, national, or world affairs must do much reading . rn l 
order to come to a sound decision concerning the many perplexing problems 
issues f acing the voter of today , he nrust do considerable reading to form 
fair opinion. 
Definition of Problem 
If reading is to give the reader pleasure and enjoyment, the que st ion I 
This ! 
il 
of the "imagery 11 or :picture accompanying the reading is of importance. 
study proposes to carry on a status s:1u:deyf0o~ 10t:.·~n:matc.o:~y0· 8a~ •. 1~o1m1:pa8ne:negat8hetn· e 11 silent reading of col l ege students. "~ ~ ·· ~ o ~k ~ - ~· I 
II 
II 
2 
bases of the study : 
l. Estab lishing the reliability of measure of i magery . 
Do student s s ho'\ a consistent performance in the measures of 
imagery accom::;>anying reading? 
2 . lvha,t is the re lationship behreen imagery and mental ability? ' 
3 . i'i:hat is the relationship bet\veen imagery and reading achievement? v 
4. W:ba.t is the relationship between imagery and speed of reading? 
5. ivhat is the relationship behreen imagery and unaided recall? 
6 . '\'lhat i s the relationship bett-11een imagery and the amount and ty:_oe of 
voluntary reading? • 
? • vl:b...at is the relationship behreen imagery and scholarship as judged 
by marks ? 
8. \'l:b.at is the relationship bet1-1een imagery tests and a general imagery 
inquiry form? 
A brief resume of the research in reading up to the present time may 
lend f urther evidence that the field of imagery is one \lihi ch should be in-
vestigat ,d. 
Since educators :b...ave long recognized the importance of reading, much 
research ha,s been carried on i n the past hrenty-five years in reading . 
From 1930 - 1940, the average number of published investigations was over 
~I 
II 
1
1 
4 
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~ ~ I 
60 ::_:Jer year , and from 1940 - 1945 , it vJas over 100 uer year . · I 
In tile s chool of today much more reading is req_uired t J:l.an in the past . 
1'iiti1 the unit-method organization, >·rith the assigned rep orts, v1ith the use 
of the library as an establisl1.ecl aid in subject matte r fields, a student 
must b e a ski lled reader t o succeed . Some of the research reported in the 
field of r eadins g ives substa"lce to the preceding statement . l3eh·Jeen 80 
to 90% of all study activities in t ile average high s chool requires reading, 
according to Strang . ;J It has been s ho\m that there i s a , i gnificant 
relation bet\-Teen general reading comprehension and achievement in each of 
the d iffe r ent content subjec ts except mathematics.1/ Lee also demonstrated 
the deper:dency of generc>~l scholarship upon reading in t he uppe r elementary 
5/ g rades .-
Factors in Reading 
The factors i·thich are generally considered in a readi ng situation are : 1 
l) readine ss , 2)vrord recognition, 3 ) conmrehension, 4 \mrd meanings . I 
The factor of reacJ._:h:gg read ines s has b een the topic of research of manx I 
1/ A. E . Traxler , H. Seder et al., 11 Ten Years of Researci:.. iP. 
..;d.-o.ca_tj,Q11~,1 4§ggrcl.B_l31JlJ.£1.tin lJp_, _;-sz , Ifelv York : 
Records 3ur eau , 19L.cl 
Reading , 11 
Educa t:tonc:.l 
A . .r. , Tr·a:cle.r, A. To,msend et al. , 11Another Five Years of Research in 
Rea ding , 11 Ed'.1CB.tt.Q.lli1J. P.ecoro.s E· lletin lJo , 4,6 , Ue\·T Yo rk: 
Educat ional :Hecord s Bureau, 1946 
Ruth Straw; , P robl_GlJl..:''L ..... ll.Ltht:?...: J m:P rQ.yemelli_ gf Reao.,..in.r; in Higll~JlQol and 
College, r evi sed edi t ion, Lancaster, Fenns;'l'V8.nia : ThR 
Science P re s , 1940 p . 83 . 
Eva 3ond, Reaclint: ancl U"!_ne th..::Grad&_Acl1._i&.YS'IDe:!l.t , lie'" York : 3ureau of 
Publications , Teachers College , Columbia Universit~r . 1938 
p . 112 
D. N. Lee, The Iw.ortanQL.Qf Ree.din.«: for Achievement i n Grades fouK, 
Five_,_ and ~.it''£ , Ne\v Yo rk: :Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College , Oollunbia Unive rsity, 1933 p . 7"'/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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:I 
educators. They se em to agree that 
1) 
progress in learning to read is most 
I 
I 
II 
rapid 1vhen all factors conctitioning reading readiness are optimum, and 
2) . . . 
t l'a lnlng J.n the follo>·rine; areas seems to constitute an acce·otable read.i- I I 
ness p rogram : 
) b' 
a :personal C?..ncl social adjustment, ) visual and auditory dis- II 
crimination, c)verbal facility in conmunication, d)desirable ~abits of 
J. t. d 1 e ) j_' • • f . d . n i. " atven 1.011 an v1orc , vl'le ga:tnJ.ng o exoerJ.ences an lniorma ;J.on, anu f) t" ne 
development of a desire to read . For a further analysis of i·eadiness see : ll 
- t l} B. • 1 ,,, z/ a t J./ Ha · 4 / H • ld h 5 I ·1 6 ' ' J:iet s, ona anc vagne r, -a es , rrJ.son,-· -J. r et ,- l'onroe,~ and ' 
Hrig~tstone . 7_/ 
Word ~nition is another fac tor in the development of reading skill I 
\·Jhich l1as received much attention in the research. To recognize a vrord 1 
means to id.entify it as a -v:ord :previously known, the thi!1Jdng of and re-
9./ 
7../ 
E:runett A. Bett s, Founda.ti@~'3 of Readint:: Instruction . Nei·T York: Amer-
ican Book Com=mm~.r , 19 L.h6 chapters 8-19. 
Guy L. Boncl and Eva L . 1:!agner, Teaching The Chil_<L1.Q __ R~~.Q.._ , revised 
edition . lTe\v York : The Hacm:i.llan Company, 1950 chap ters 5, 
6 , 7 . 
Arthur I. Gates, The IIIT.Ql.'ovement .Qf Read,inP-·. Third edition . li!et·r Yorl'::: 
The Hacnillar:. Company . 1947 c{l..a:pter 6 . 
M. L·ucile Harrison, Reaq.jn,o:; lleacliness.. Revisecl edition . Boston : 
Houghton Nif:flin Cor;ryany . 1939 
Ge:·t rude nilclreth , ReacLinc Programs in the Early Prima.ry Period . 
Readi.n_:~ In _ the Elemen ta_rr School. Forty-ej_shtl1. Yearbook of 
the 1Tat ional Society For the Stucly of Education, Part 2 . 
Chica,go : University of Chicago Press, 1949 chap ter 4, 
Read;nes§_For School Beginners 
Yonkers , He1.·r York: l'iorld :Book Company , 1950 
:t.iarion fJionroe, G-rovrine Into ReaCJ,in&- . Chicago : Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1951 
\'Ta~rne \Trigh tstone, Det§..Tilli11ing~.f1.d.ines_,';]yo.r___.B.eading..__ ~8rlucat ional 
Research :Bulletin J:Jo. 6 NevJ York : Boarcl~ of Education , City 
of He\·J York, 19-13 
calling the correct sound of the v;rord so t:b.-at there is a..l'J. association of the 
sol.llld and meaning "'rith the visual form . A systematic program of training is 
req_uired to gain the necessary skill in word indentification and recog;ni-
tion . 
This phase of reading has had much research centered arol.llld. The 
JJ folloiving authors r...ave devoted chapters to this topic: Adams et a.l , Eond 
and i'lagner,zl Dolch,J../ Gray,~ Russell,Q./ and Stone.fJ 
The t hird p:b~se in the r eadi ng program is the topic of comnrehension . 
The processes involved in comprehension of vJri tten material are essentially 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
the same as for the unde r standing of the spoken >•rord. In "both phases, :per- I 
The meanings I 
il 
ception of 1vords arouses meanings vrhich lead to comprehension . 
aroused by the \<Jords depend upon one 1 s \vhole background . Ac cord i ng to 
z/ Gates the child should be able to comprehend as long and as complex a 
reading 1Ll'lit as the same material woul d con~rise if in spoken form. Ev-
i<lence concerning comparison of listening and reading compre:h.ension bas been 
gj a) 
summarized. by Goldstein. Ris findings may be i ndicated 2.s follo\vs! At 
lo1trer- grade levels the auditory comprehension t ends to be eq_ual to or better I 
I 
I 
I l./ Fay Adams, Lillian Gray , a.nd Dora Ree se, Teaching_Qhild,·en TQ_]tea_d_. New York: The Ronal d Press Company, 1949, chapter 11. 
Ibid, Chapter 10. 
Ed;vard 1·1. Dolch, P roblems In P..eading_. 
Press, 1948, cha~ters 4-7 . 
Cb.arnpaign, Illino i s : The Garraro. l 
Chicago: Scott , Foresman and I Vlil lialll S . Gray, On Their _Q1111 In Reaclinc;, 
Company , 1948 . 
fL/ 
§./ 
David H. Russell, Children Learn To Rea d , Boston: Ginn ancl. Company, 
1949 , clm}Jter 10 . 
Cla.rence H. Stone, Proe:1~g2.1LJn Pr_imarv Rea.dinl?: , St . Louis: l~ebster 
Publi shing Com~)any, 1950, 0}1_a:pter 11. 
'Z/ Ibid fi/ Ha.rry Goldstein, Readin.£· a.nd Listeni~;rrm..rehensiillLl~t Various Con-
trolled BatM_, lJeiv York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University , 1940. 
., 
il 
! 
6 
b) 
than reading comprehension, For pupils of lower ability, auditory compre-
c) 
hension tends to be e~ual to or better than reading comprehension, Fo r 
pupils of hi gher abilit;>' and for the more skilled reader, reading comprehen--
d 
sion tends to be equal to or superior to auditory comprehension, and For 
college students audito~J comprehension tends to be superior for easy 
material ; reading comprehension tends to be higher for difficult material. ·I 
The agreement of the researchers seems to i ndicate that the t erm com-
12- ehem;ion_ includes all p!l..a.ses 1vhich aid in understa11ding the printed page . 
There also appears to oe agreement that the development of any skill of 
comprehension is a gradual process. It i s in this phase of the reading 
:program tba,t the possible implication and value of this study seems to oe-
come evident . The possible value of i magery in reading is suggested by 
Durrell . He states the problem as follows: 
11 It i s ~uite possible tbat the pleasure one derives from a 
sto1~ depends upon the imagery accompanying the reading . 
Children vary considerably in the richnes s and type of 
imagery experienced auring reading . Readi ng and al so 
listening are, of course, creative activities. The 
imagery exper i enced by a child while listening or reading 
depends partly upon previous conta cts v!i th the t•rords , 
phrases, and ideas of the story and partly upon ne,·l as-
sociations to vJhich his a t tention i s called . Even the 
simplest statements suggest nBny pictures. On hearing a 
statement such as 1 The man ra11 do\•m the steps, • a child 
may add numerous cletails, such as the man 1 s age and 
appearance , the speed of his TIL'lning, the direction taken 
at the bottom of the steps, the appearance of the building 
from 1·1hich he came, the general surroundings , the i'lidth 
and type of street, the general ~eather conditions, and 
the presence of automobiles or people. 
FevJ investigations have been ma.cle of t·Jays of imuroving 
imagery in reading and listening ; yet it is likely that the 
po1.ver could be i n creased by instruction . nl} 
1} Donald D. Durrell, Imnrovement Of 13a.sic Reading Abilj__'tje.Ji. Yonkers, 
I evr York: ~Torld Book Company, 1940, p. 123- 124. 
7 
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l./ 
Durrell presents the i dea again vrhen he points out the value of re-
lating eA."Per ience act i vities to comprehension, and shovlS there \·Jill be a 
variance according to the diffe ren t k i nds of reading mate rial. Comprehen-
s ion of i maginat i ve li terature is enr..anced by activities vrhich build 
i mage ry as - looking at ancl discussing pi ctures, dramatiza tions, and telling1 
stories. 
The last phase of a r eading program i s vrord meaning. I n a reading 
prog ram word identification and recognition should b e subordinate to con-
cepts or meanings . Gray and Holmesz/ have outlined certain factors vrhi c h 
determine gro1~h in t he meaning vocabulary : f irst, the general capacity 
and level of maturat ion; secondly , the inequalities L11 the nature and II 
var i ety of diffe r ent children 1 s eA.'!Jerien ces; t h irdly , the child 1 s curio s ity !I 
about ·.rords and '"ord meanings ; fourth , the instruction i n vocabulary -ouild-
I! I 
i ng i s importa11t . 
If t he meaning v ocabulary is to gro\'l , there must be a developmental 
a nd coordinated program . The v1hole p r ogram must be built upon the ?fl..abi t of 
demand i ng meaning in reading which req_uire s i n teraction beh1e en experience 
a nd reading ac ~ivitie s , and t he constant c hecking for concept development . 
The developmen t of meaning in the informational type of reading 
material is comparat i ve l y easy . The problem comes i n relating the develop -
I 
ment of meaning to t!J.e read.ing v.rhich evokes feelings or emot i onal responses . I 
2./ 
Donald D. Durrell, "Development of Comprehension and Interp retation", 
Re~ding In The Elem.s;.n,tar-,Y School. Fort:,r-ei ghth Yearbook of 
the Nat i onal Society for the Study of Educat ion, Part II. 
Chica g o : Uni versit y of Chicag o Press, 1949, c:b2.pte r 9 . 
\'l ill i am Gray and E . Holmes , Th_~_Develo:pment of 1·leanine; VocabulaYI.r In 
Readin.c: . Chica.r.o : University of Chicago Press, 1938 
I 
II 
,, 
8 
l= 
'I 
. 9 
~ 
Thi s i s closely related to 11 taste in reacl.ing. 11 Although it is p robably not 
:possiole to define 11hig h or desirable" leve l of taste, it i s p os s ible to 
indicate a few poin ts involved. Arbuthnotl} stresses the emotional need s 
sat i sfied through reading materials. She feels t hese needs are motivated 
by inne r dri ves such as- need of security, love, achievement, recreation, 
play, and group recognition. 
Smithy feels that reading \'rhich promotes :p ersonal and social develop-
ment contributes to the acquisition of a desirable level of taste. Smith 
presents the thought trat the primary function of literature should be to 
produce delight , to g i ve a heightened quality to f a mili ar eA~arience, to 
de epen understand i ng, to offe r an escap e from the routine activities of 
daily l iving , anc. to help develop standards of esthetic appreciation. 
Need ~or t~e Study 
I . 
I 
il 
:I 
!I 
II II 
I 
1 
I From the brief su!'Vey of the development of the teaching of reading up 1 
i 
to the present time , it seems evident that there is a:.11. area vrhi ch might 
\vell be investiga.tecl.. Creeping into the various discussions of vrord 
meaning a.nd COlrrp rehension, is the phrase 11 the picture the printed. material 
conveys ." Inherent in t he phrase is the 'lf.rord 11 imagery. 11 
The term 11 imagery 11 as i t applies to reading appears in the research 
very infreq_uently. If more \·iere knov.'Il about i ma gery, if any relationships 
Ivi . H. Ar-buthnot, Qhl.~ and Books . Chicago: Scott, Fores:man and 
Co~aey, ~~. I 
Dora V. Smith, "Literature and Personal Reading, 11 Reading In The Elemen-
tarv Scho~. Forty-eighth Yearbook of the National Society 
fo r the Study of Education , Part II. Chicago : University 1
1 of Chicago P ress, 1949, p. 205-232 . 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
II 
':Jere to exist betv1een imagery and o t her aspec ts of any given 
perP..aps ,.,e cou l d org ?..:rd.ze and evaluat e materials vJhich mi ght l) e incorpora-
ted i nto a. r eading p rogram . 
II 
I 
Si nce the vrri t er \·Jas able to discove r only one other niece of ·1o r k 
- I 
1./ jt 
ca_ried on i n the f i e ld of imag ery in silent readins at t he college level jl 
a...YJ.d since a study of colleg e students might shoi-j t he statu s of image r y pos-
sessed by t hose •:rho have pa ssed t hrough our reading prog ram a.s carr i ed on 
in our schools , the ne ed for a s t udy i n the imagery accompanying silent 
reaQing at the college level seems t o p ossess merit . 
Swnmary 
:j 
I 
I 
Th is chapter a t tempts to p oint up the thinking in the f ield of reading . ! 
The KI"i ter r..as attempted t o shoiv the there has been a g radual a \'.rar eness on 
the part of read inc people i n the topic of imag e ry . Since 1-.;e are becoming 
much more concerned \·rith the 111Jih:-.1t to read" as 11rell as 11ho1·1 to r ead, 11 im-
agery accompanyi ng s ilent reading has "become an important top i c. If the 
inculcating of 11 good taste 11 in li t erature i s of concern to educators, and 
i f 11g ood taste " i s depend.ent in part upon the emo t i onal re sponse to the 
p rinted vro rd ; tht=m imag er;)r, o r the picture evoked by t he pri n ted 1·1ord, oc -
cup i es a.n impo rtant plac e . 
· If the topic of i iilc'"l.gery i s imp ortant, it should be stud i ed in it s r e -
lat ionsl'.ip to ma ny other factors. Th i s s tudy proposes t o survey t he ~osses~ 
ion of i mage r,y and its relat i onships i n the silent readin~ of college 
students. 
J.) F . C. Fr ench, 111-fental Imag ery of Studen t s 11 Psycho_logical Revi e· r, Vol. IX 
January, 1902, pp . 4..() - 5 6 . 
I 
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Chapter II 
REVIEV! OF LIT:::-:RATURE BELli.TING TO THE PBOELElil 
The literature published uncler the general topic of imag ery seems to 
1) 
divide itsel f int o three g eneral classifications : a psycholog ical em-
2) 3) 
phasi s , e. literary enrphasis, an educational emphasis . The p lace of 
L":lagery i n reading bas been studied at the School of Education, :Bo ston Uni -
versity, :Boston, Hassachusetts. 
For purposes of clarity , a nc. \·Jith an a t tempt to sho\-.r !lo\·r one author 1 s 
t hinkin2_; frequently refe rs to previO'LlS i·JOrL in t he area, a chron olog ical 
order ,, ill l)e partially follovred in presenting related. literature . 
Tile Literar;:r Concent of Imagen>: 
Stu den ts of Engl i sh liter;o.ry figures of spe ech ha,ve long be en i n-
tere stea i n imagery. They ~~ve , of necessity , limited their considerations 
to an analysis of t he intended or commonly accepted meaning s of certain 
imag e ry figur e s of s-pee ch. The most comprehAn s i ve study of this kind. \E-S 
compiled by Caroline Spurgeon . 
~! 
Her study ".ras an intensive analysi s o.f 
Shak espeare 1 s imagery . She states her con cept of lit erary imagery as 
"The i magery he i nstinctively use s is thus a revelation, 
g iven at a moment of heightened feeling , of the fllrniture 
of his mind, the channel s of his thought , t he qualit i es 
of things , the ob jects and incidents he ob serves and re-
memb e rs , and perhaps mos t siE,nif icant of all, L1ose vrhich 
he does n o t observe or remember. 11 
zJ 
The second part of h e r book cleals -vri th a contrast of the li tera.ry 
1} Caroline Spurgeon, Sb:~.ke sneare 1 s Image ry a nd \'Jh9.t It Tells Us . Mac-
millan Corapany , Cambrid2:e, Eng land : At the University Press , 
1936 . 
Spur g eon, op . cit . p . 4 
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ima .. gery of Shakespeare anct other English vrri ters . She cl r a \vs the ::;recd;est 
com_;:,arison "bet ·Jec_ ba}::espeare ancl Earlovre . The lmo,·•ledges vf1ich may be 
:e;ained. from a study of the ima.~ery employed b;y tl1ese t-vro e.ut..ors Spurgeon 
_,. ~ 1/ 
sums un as IOl.lO\vs : 
11Thus, by examining t heir ir1a.cery alone , v1e can see hot·T en-
tirely different \·rere these tt-.ro men , tn mind, temperament, 
and. outlook . 1'le see , anong m11ch else , that s :takes:peare i·Jas 
intensely interested in and observant of everyday concrete 
things ann events, es})eci all;)r in outdoor co1.mtry l i fe and 
the homely i ndoor routir.e , and tf\.at hi s senseJ t·:ere abnor-
mall~r acute and responsive ; •11hi le f or Marlovte, concrete 
things rJB.d litt l e interest ; i ndeed , he tJB.rdly Sa\-/ them , for 
he l i ved almoRt \·;holly in a world of ideas, so that his 
emotions t.,rere stimulated alnost exclusiv-ely by thought , 
t·rhereas Sha.kespeare 1 s '"ere sthm.lated b;y feel i ng. 11 
A most interesting anal;y-sis of the r a nge and sub jects of the images of 
Shakespeare , Bacon , 1-iarlovie, Ben Johnson , Chapman, Dekher , and Nassinger 
£/ a:p~ears in the Ap~endix of Spurg eon ' s text . She lists the areas under 
the general headings : e.)Uature , b) Animals , c ) Domestic , d ):Body , e)Daily 
f) g) 
Life, Learning , Arts . 
Another study of l i terary i magerJ- \-fd.S made by S . J . Br o;!m . 
3./ 
The em-
I 
II 
'I pl>.asis in the stucty irJas on the effec ts of imager:v on symb olism, and symbol- ~~ 
~/ 
ism on im gery . He says , 
JJ 
I Z./ 3./ 
! 
IM 
I 
I 
l 
i! 
11 Ina.gery i s one of the pleasures of l i f e. The \-.rorld of a 
pe rson -...;ho never uses visual iiP.ae;er;.T would. se em to me 
comparable to the perceptual \·rorld of an animal \vi thout eyes rr. 
Spurgeon , Ibid, p . 15 
Spurgeon , Ibid, Appendix. I, II, I II , IV , V, VI , VII 
Bro\m, S . J ., 11 Ima6 ery i n Literature 11 , Catp,olj_c \'!ol'M Vol. 1 26 : 633-9 
February 1928 
Brotm, S . J . , op . cit . 
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The conce:pt of ima-gery, - its functions, it s attributes, its by- prod-
ucts - ~..as lonn- intrigued the students of introspective :ps;.rchol6gy. The 
fir"t ·.rri ters includ.int; the term 11 ima.ge:ry 11 in their 'I'JO:!.'ks invariably in-
eluded the adjective or mod i f ier 11 ei<ietic 11 • The term 11eidetic imager;>' 11 may 
be defined as a special form of con crete visual i ma£er::.- , intensel~,r vivid 
even after a lapse of time . Since the term "visual 1' seem inherent in the 
thhkint: of the :psycho lo~:ists, it might be helpful to brief l~r outline the 
steps b:? uhich those \·fOrds became united . 
Probably one of the first contributorc to our understanding of imagery 
l/ 
vras F ranci s Galton, the famous E:-:·itish s d .entist . In h i s inq_uir:r he at- 11 
tempted to ascertail'l the essential differen ces bet\v-een the mental operations ! 
of diffe rent men. His i nvestigation revealecl the fact t!J.at :peo:ple di:fer ji 
I 
i n tl:e kinds of i ma ge:t7 \·Ihich they emplo? in thinking of the same situation . 
One t:~e o: i magery may be r.mc h st rons,er in an individual tban another t :':Pe 
o:f ima..~er;/ ; one type of imagery may be much more vivid . Galton cites a 
I 
1 num·oer of exa:m:9les of vivid visual irna .. ::;er;y . 
i 
An artist studies his model 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
!I 
I 
for one hou r, dismi sses her, ~~d then :paint s her rom vi sual memory . A 
rr..a.t!lematician constantl;)r i·mrks out the aritbmetic problems g iven to him by 
the aid of an imagina~J slide rule . He sets the slide rule the desired \·JaY 
and reads the ans•-rers off mentally . A prominent statesman told Galton tbat 1 
a hesitancy in his delivery v1as caused by the visual image he had of his 
l./ Francis Galton, I nquirie s 
Hental Ima,sery. 
1883, 261 pp . 
In to The Human Faculty anA_ _I.t..-'? Develo-oment : 
London, England : l'·1acm.:llan and Company, 
II 
II 
oric;inal ma nusc r i p t in 1vhich a-:p:oeared the original corrections and erasures. 
I n summariz ing his results Galton saysl/ 
11To my astonishment, I found. that the g reat majority of men 
of sci ence to whom I fi rst a~plied p rotest ed that mental 
ima.gery M3.s unknovm to them, and they looked on .'le as 
fanciful and fantastic in supp osing that the \vords 1 mental 
imagery 1 really e:A'3Jressed 1vm.t I believed everybody sn~­
~o sed t hem to neru1 . They had no more notion o_ it s t1~e 
nature t:b...an a color.-hlind man, 1-vho has n ot d iscussed his 
de1.ect, has of the nature of color . They bad a. mental 
def iciency of Hhich t hey Here unavJare, a nd naturally 
enout:_,h supposed t hat those \•:ho aff irmed t hey :poss essed i t , 
'"'ere romancing. 11 
Probably the mos t imp ortant investig2.tor o:r' eidet ic ima___, e ry is E . R. 
2) 
Jaensch . In one of h i s t yp ical e:x.'J)eriments, a s ilhouette p ic ture l!rith a 
number of itens is exposed to t ~ .. e view of the observer 1·1ho fixate s it for 
15 s econds. The pictu re is ~resented against a g ray mat f or a background. 
The -o icture is removed a.TJ.d the observer stares at t he g ray mat . If the 
observer is an eidetic, (accordine; t o Jaensch) he \vill see the picture on 
the backg round, and ;.;ill be able to describe the most minute details of t h e 
scene, such as the preci se number of buttons on a p edestrian 1 s jacket, or 
the number of \'i'hi skers on a cat 1 s lip . 
Another investigator, Drummond, 3../ in \vr i ting on the subject of eidetic 
imac;er<J says 
11Hore evidence is required before vre can determine the func-
tions of t he eidetic imag e; and also before "tve can accept 
the theory t ~...at it is a phenomenon peculiar to ch ild psy-
chology. 11 
1/ Galton, F. Ibid p . 85 
z1 E. R. Jaensch, Eide tic Im;;1.s;e~ - Henry Holt and Compru1y. Nev1 York 
1930, :P · 188 
II 
3} 1-largaret Drummond, "The :Ha.ture of Images" :British Jou r nal of Psvcb.ology 
1 
1926- 27 p . 19 - 10. 
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Allport, who conduct ed man:>· experiments in the field of eidetic i magery, ! 
comments as follo,.:s : 
"Eidetic imagery i s very rare in adults. A-bout 5% of children 
betvreen t h e ages of 10 a nd 15 possess the eidetic capacity. 
The :p revalence of eidetikers depends on locality, since a 
def iciencY of ce.lcium in the diet seems to be conducive t o 
t his special form of imager'IJ. ni/ 
11Eide t ic i magery enables children to re:peat their a dap-
tive res~onses to t h e s ituation represented until satisfac-
t ory adjustments are effected. A child 1 s reaction to the 
first :presentation of a s ituation is incomplete. He looks 
at the same picture book repeatedly, and vm.nts the same 
sto ries told over and over. Eideti c imagery enables the 
child to revie1:1 va.rious aspects of a si tu.ation until he 
gradually &ains a comprehen s ion of the full meaning of t he 
1:-rhole . :S? t he time he has reached adolescence, he has 
l ear-aed t he requisite mo<ies of adjustment, and the eidetic 
i magery, no longer a n ecessar'IJ aid, decline . 11Y 
It 
I n continuing hi s di scuss j_oJl of eidetic and adolescence , Al l :port states I 
11 Q;uestion s may someth1e s be necessR.ry to bring out detail. 
Such questions, needles s t o sa.y , must not 'b e leading , and 
it is usually suf fi c5.ent to a sk t he child to describe cer-
tain features 11more c1osely . 11 
l-1y ovm records t aken from eleven year old. children 
in Cambridt;e shcn·-r that only about 50 % a:re able to procluce 
tvh?.t may be unequ.:.voca.lly 1)e d il.s mgnated as eicl e t ic i mac;es. 
The reason for the retreat of the eidetic ability 
during adole scence seems to be fairly obvious . The general 
adjustments of the child to the concrete aspects of h is 
environment are \'!ell determined b~r the time puberty sets 
in. Interest in t his p eriod of lif e shifts from the t~~­
gnle \·TOrld to inne r e xp erience of the emotional type. 
The emp:hilsis upon abstract thinkine in higher schools un-
doubtedly hel3!s to destroy the youth1 s reliance upon his 
eidetic images . There i s no longer a f ertile soi l for 
t he ir cultivation. Indi v id1..1als in \·:hom the ability en-
dures seen frequentl~ to be predete1~ined to literary or 
artistic vocations. 11,;J 
Gorion ItT . All :port, 11Eidetic Imagery 11 The :British Journal Qf Ps;z:choloe:v 
1925 15 :99-120 
Gordon 1•' Ail-port, 11Eidetic Imager"~J 11 The :British Journal of Ps:rchology ". 
1924 14 ! 89-92 
op. cit. :pp . 94-96 
"lr= 
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Conducting an experiment to shov1 t·:hether imagery could be clas sified 
l) v1· sual 2) or ~ kinaesthetic, ACI, ler, itJilliams , and 1/Jashburn report: 
11\•Te knovl that a yerson may habitually ma....1m use of one kind 
of i magery and yet be capable of extremely vivid imagery 
of a.>1.other kind under certain circumstances. Intensity 
and accuracy of imagery are not necessarily co:rmected -
An in(~ividual cJ.'1..aracteristic of great practical importance 
i s the po•~·er to control visnal imagery. The study at-
tempted to study the correlations betv;een ability to con-
trol the spatial relations of the pa,rts of a visual 
i mage , vli th ability to reproduce accurately a complex 
visual image just seen . 
All of t he imagery described ":as either 1..rho lly 
visual ( 50 iS) >1holly kinaesthetic (36, 7%) or visual + 
kinaesthetic combined ( 13 . 37~). 11 11 
I 
l1 
.I 
" 
'I Perhaps the most detailed discussion and analysis of 11 imagery 11 apyears t 
E A ~- . kp -'- . k z./ ,,,,. in tll.e \vO rks of • -·· .K.1r- aLrlc . For many years he carried on informal 
eJ..cperimentation on various topics of a psycholog ical nature t'l'hich have a 
bearing on methodolo~J . 5is a im, in bringing his e~yeriments to the atten-
tion of f u ture teachers, 1·m.s to improve instruction . In a discussion en-
titled 11Jv1ental Imag es 11 he says : 
"There are as many kinds of mental images a s there are 
varieties of sensory exper ience s. In recalling your break-
fast orange t h is morning you may have an image of its shape 
and color, of the sound it made \·Jhen you dropped it, of 
your sensation of movement in reaching f or it, of hov: it 
felt to your J.'1..ancl as you grasped it, its odor as you 
smelled it, and its taste as you began eating it. You may 
also imagine the feeling of weariness, hunger, headache, 
or well-being t hat you experienced at the srune time . 
I 
I 
,, 
1 
I 
I 
In imaging the visual appearance of an object you may 
think not only of its form and size but also of its color, 
as orange, red, green, or blue . In imaging the experience 
of touching an object you may represent not only its il 
1./ Helen Adler, i'iyra \'lilliams, H. F. 1Jashburn "The Correlation bet,~een 
Accuracy of the Visual l11emory After - I mage and t he Control 
of Visual I mage!"'J, 11 American Journal of Ps:rcholog~. Vol. 15: 
293-295 1914 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Ne1·r York, I' Ed1vin A. Kirkpat:!.·ick I maginat ion And It s Place In :Ro.ucatio..n.. 
N. Y. Ginn a .. r1d Company 1920, pp . 215 
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1. 
feeling of smoothness or roug:b.ness but also i ts tempera-
ture , as ''-'"H'In or cold, or the :pain that it may :b..ave :pro-
duced if it tvere sb:3,r}) or struck the skin vi th :force . In 
representing the taste of an object you may i mage i t as 
se.lt, sour, bitter , or SioJeet, 1·rhile i n the case of smell 
the ve,rie ties of ima,gery are ind.ef ini tely numerous . 
It is ~uite probable that of the various possible 
images some ap:9ear much more frequently and Kith g reater 
vividness than others. If you recall your breakfast 
taole this morning, your i mages may be chiefl;,r of the 
visual appearance of the various objects and :persons , or 
you may mentally hear the clatter of kni Yes a,.'1.d forks 
ana. the voice s of the various :peo:?le at the table. 
Again , t he odor of the food. , its taste, its contact '-.rith 
the band or the tongue, or the movements ma.de in procuring 
and eating it may be most p rominent. 
In anticipating "''hat is likely to occur at a banq_uet 
or a reception your minc1 may be filled \vi th vi sue"l p ic-
tures, vrith auditory images of voices and. music, ,, ith 
images from any of the other senses, o r from general 
bodily feeling . Any or all of these may appear, but it 
is probable that one sort of imagery vlill occur much mo re 
fre~uently than others in your imaginative pictures and 
also t :b.a t this, or p ossibly a different kind of imagery, 
'<.vill be more vivid; that is , more like a sensation than 
any of the others. Vl i th a large proportion of people 
visual images occupy the most prominent p lace, auditory 
next, follo,,red sometimes by one, sometimes b y ano ther of 
the other varieties. Some persons depend almost entirely 
U!)On one kind of image, but most people form all kinds to 
a greater or less extent. 
There are a fetv whose images of objects are so vague 
and indefinite t!.mt they assert that they h:we no images 
\rmrth ment ioning; . \'Then ~.rou name an object such as an 
apple t hey knov it s slmpe, si?:e, color, etc ., but they do 
not imae:e it ui th suff icient viv-idness to p~·oduce a con-
s cious state like that experienced ,_.!hen one sees , smells, 
or eats an apple . It is difficult for those uho form 
vivid imag es to understand hovr it is p ossible to have £illY-
idea of an a:pple v1hen it is not present \vi thout forming 
dist inct images of the sensations that it g ives, but 
nevertheless t·:e must accept the s~9-tement of many obser-
vers that such may be the case. 11 1.! 
The above bas been q_uoted at quite some length s ince it app ears to the 
tvri ter to be the most com:prehensi ve discussion of all p:b.a.ses of imagery. 
l} Ibid. pp . 70-73. 
I 
I 
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Kirkyatrick defines the phases of images - visual, tactile , aucli t ory , 
kinaesthe tic, and olfactory. 
Educational E~ol~sis of Image l~' 
i'iith the advent i n the thinking of educators of t he practical corre-
lation of child. g rot·ith and development to teaching techn.ique s, there a!:rpears 
I 
in the literature a number of studi es of a pedagogical nature . The early 
studi es lack a carefully \vo r ked. out s tati st ical analysis, but there i s in-
herent value i n the studiec because of the sugge s t ive follo v!-~9 research . 
The s tatus o f i magi na t ion of vhich ime>ger~.7 i s a -ya.rt i s tv-ell slliliiDed up , 
"by M. V. 0 1 Shea in his introduction to Kirkpatrick 1 s Ir.'l2;': i :a,a ~0ion and. It s_ 
Place in Educa.tio_n_. 0 1 Shea t-Jri tes 
11 It is true that 1Trainint-? t:Q_e _:!:_lll§l. P.;ina,t~on 1 is a topic some-
t i mes discussed. at educat ional mee tings ; but anyone \·rho bas 
listened to these di scussi ons Hill rea d il;;r bear Fitness to 
the fact that the :majority, p erbap s, of eclucato r s ,,Jho ap-
peCJ.r to be \·Jell informecl on most educational ancl psycho-
logical su-bjects find themselves at sea Hhen they a t tempt 
to d i st ingui sh imagination f rom othe r forms of mental ac-
t i vity , and expecially when they discuss the function of 
i magination in the various b ranches of school i n stru ction 
and the p art it should p lay in the educat i ona l program. 11 l/ 
It appears, from a s tudy of the research in image1.·~,r , tha.t the first 
zl 
educational emphasis 1•Ja.s i...n. a s tudy by Colvin · in 190 2. Although this 
study >v-as p rimarily a s tudy of t h e relation of conten t and fo r m in English 
compo s ition, there are iJID.)licat ions for imagery as a topic. Colvin at-
tempted t o ans,,r r t t-m q_uestions, ul) Can the inventive power of the pupil 
1./ N. V. 0 1 Shea Introduc tion to E . A. Kirlqlatrick I magi nat ion and Its 
Place I;n. F.ducatiQ1l. He-v1 York, 1-T . Y. Ginn and Com-pany 1920 
pp . IX 
z../ Stephen S . Colvin , 11 Invention Versus J<'orm in English Compo sit ion, 11 
Pedag~cal S~m~narv Vol. 9:393- 421 1902 . 
I 
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2) 
in the se condary school be directed or improved, and. I s there something 
that ~tie can do to stimulate originality and spontaneity , or must i·.•e leave 
the develo!Jment of these qualities to ac c i dent or em act o- g r a.ce ? 11 Colvin 1 
de:'ines i nvent ion as 11 t!1e poi·Jer of the ind. iviclu2.l to b r:i.n£ hi s rea ction to 
~s enviro:ll!lent , to clear eXDress i on - to such an e:A'"Oression t!:.at the 
ree.de1· or hearer may enter into SYID}1a. t r.y \· i th t hi s reaction.l/ 
Colvin SUi11I'la.rize s hi~3 research, 11 The qualit:,r of i l!12.gination tl12.t i s 
exti·emely active and v ivid duri ng a do le scence, sta..rHis surpr i s i ngly low, 
especially for the girls . 11 
2/ 
Another study , also ba s ically in t he f ielcl of com:_oosi t ion, with im- it 
3._/ 
u lication f or a. sttdy in imager~' was conducted by Littwin. . He attempted. 
to de te rmine the effect of three methods of :pre s entation up on the i magina -
t i ve qua.lity of pu:;:>ils 1 descriptive t-.rritine, . The three L1ethods u s ed were , 
1\ 
; teachin~: d e s c l'il:J ti ve \ •lri ting through the stucl;y of the li te rar~r model , 
2) 
teach ing clescri nti ve ~tiri tinf;: thrcut::h t he tudy of t he :picture , and 3) 
teachin[:; descriptive i·.rr:iting t h r ough t raining t he pup il to be sensuously 
respons ive to his environment . It is t h e t hird method \·thich h.as a-opl ica -
t ion to this study . In !'..is conclusions Li ttvJ in states : 
11 In the combined environment the sense training method se-
cured better re sults tban the use of the literary model rd 
p icture s, ·Jhich ran...l.ced s econd ancl third respectively. 11 1 
He further s tates: "The chool sy llabus should p rovide 
more traini nc; of an observational rath er t h.an a linguistic 
k ind . Since iir'.ag ery a·ouears to play an i m:1ortant in 
Ibid, :p . 394 
Ibid, p . 397 
! a:nrell F . Li tt .... Tin , An E:;mer:i.me~_ .Lrwestie::ati.on_g.:f .t:1e E;Lf.e.Q.t.___Qf_ 
:Pre s~.taJ;i o.11 Unon the Ill@£inaj; ive Q.ualitv .Q.f_Des~1:.1ntive 
\'Tri t ing· Amonf..c El emgv.J;_g.nr~cho_cl PunHs. Ph. D. Dissertation, 
Hew Yo rk Unive rsity, 1934. 
!:;./ Oru..s.i...t.. '9 · 218 
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the compo s i t ion p r ocess everyth ing p o ss ible must be done to 
per mit :~ylfil s t o g rovJ in p O\•Jer of ob s ervat ion in i t c widest 
sense . n =I 
'Y!inch in r eporting h i s po i n t of vie"r concerning l:rrls.ges states : 
11 The f i rs t e:r eat difficul t~r in the theor~r of t he fun ction s 
of images is tne ex istence of persons F~'lo have none o r al-
mos"'c none "'i thout, apparen.tly , any d i s turoance in their 
no n 1.al mental life. Hot onl~r are t he imag e le ss ones not 
defective int e llectually, the~r do not even appe~.r to be 
inferior. Perhaps, hot·1ever, it vmuld not be admitted tbat 
imag es are not esse!l t ial to conceptual p rocesses . It 
,,.rould not , :om·tever , be so r eadily admi t ted. tlmt they ma y 
be a hL1o.erance . 
Past p r ocess r.ertainly modifi es present p r oce ss : 1.'Je 
see more in a thing t h i s time because we bave seen it be-
fo r e , and v1e see Tiore easily vrll..at vre hmre seen before. 
i'Jhilst s ome persons a ssert that the;:r have little or 
n o imagery and others that t heir evenr p rocess of t hought 
i s attencled by i t , t here i s a t hird class who bave iro.agerJr 
when t hey try to, and not u sually othe r"tvise . 11 Z/ 
I n a text, t·!:hich 1·1as based upon the concep t s se t fort h in h i s above 
quoted article , \'l i nch report s a study \'!hich att empts to e ntabli sh a basic 
for understanding ,,;[l..at children do observe anrl ho ~:J much they ob serve . 'I' he 
uork vras carried on in London in three 
infant s schools (one f or ooys, one for 
3) 
1) 
diffe rent tJ~es of schools : 
2) 
g irls), a boys a nd g irls school 
I 
II 
( ages 7 - 12 years), a S'\J.rlmrban school (ages 8 - 14 year s ) . \linch states ! 
,I 
t hat the general p lan of his study vras patterned on the A1:u;~e_Re::pprt_ 
Experiment s of Profes sor Stern vJi th his ovrn children . The p lan ,,_ras as 
follovJS: 
(a) The children IV"ere told that the~l \· ould be shovm a p icture and that 
late r they would be askec. to tel l about it. 
1} I b i d , p . 219 
?) i'T . H. \'linch , "Functions of Irna ges 11 Journal of Philo$O:Oh;r , P svchology, 
and Scientif ic Ne t hod. Vol. 5 : 337-352 1908. 
II 
I 
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II (b) The p icture \oJaS shown by one minute. The child \•Jas ad..:ed to tell 
about it . The ansvrer '•Jas a free unaided res:!_Jonse . \'linch calls t his "The 
:F'irst Spontaneous Report . 11 
(c) The e:F..a.miner then a s1:ed questions . The responses vrere called HThe 
First Set of Ansvre rs . " 
( d ) A week later, the child. a gain was asked to tell ab out the p icture . 
(The :9 icture ;vas n o t shovm .) The ansv1ers \V"ere called 11 The Second S:!_Jonta-
neous Report . 11 
(e) The examiner t :_en rep ea. ted the first s et of questions . The r es-
ponses r.rere called 11The Second Set of AnS\·;ers. 11 
(f ) The ch ildren \·Jere no \v shown the pictu re a second time . They \-.rere 
instruc t ed 11 to put anything r i ght \-ihich they ha.d said ,. rong. 11 Th e set of 
anSi:rers 1.rras called 11The Self-Correction. 11 The examiner ' s purpose \·Jas to 
estaoli sh to \rl~'lat extent t he child ren \vere op en to suggestion. \'linch feels 
t_~t t his lat ter p oin t i s a frequent defect found i n teaching .~/ 
The i mplication (of 1Hn ch 1 s 1·esearch) for t h is stucly is in the ap-
proach to the evaluation and organization of ans \verc. A furt he r reference 
to 1:Ti nch 1 s \·!ork tiill be found in Chapter III of this study . 
'!'he research of George H. Betts orings for t h some i nterest i ng f i ndings . 
His technique of the questionnaire met hod \vets a refinement of :9revious 
.I 
I 
quest ionnaires of Gol'Gin, Fitchener, and Thorndiki . :Betts r esearch con- II 
tains a..n. account of 1 6 eJ."]_)eriments conducted unon volLLTJ.tary and. spontaneous 
i magery . Ee states i n his concL1s ions : 
J.) ''~ · H. 1Hnch, Children 1 s Perceptions i•Tarvrick and. York , :Bal t imore , 1914 
:p . 245- 46 
nl) Aost :persons have a \·lider range of imagery ay their com-
mand. than they normally employ in thtnking. 2 Imagery tends 
to appear in) consciousnes s either, a v1hen our thinking is 
baffled o~ b \>Jhen perceutual content \oJauld be of obvious 
value. 3 Thin}:ing- not ~nly can but usually does go on uith-
out the intervention of imagery, and 't;lhen imagery is present 
in the background it is often not essential to meaning. 
Meanings of a logical sort (relational experience) in)parti-
cular, are not images and not dependent on images. 4 Such 
mental activities as discrimination, memory (recall) and the 
a:pprecj.ation ant'L enjo;yment of literature can, similarly, go 
on it<i thout imager~l and such imagery as appears may be in-
cidental, if not possitively disadvantageous. Thus , the 
memory image! 11as a g eneral term for all memory stuff is a 
fict ion. 11 l. 
One of the first studies in mental image~.r in silent reading toJas 
ported by I•iabel Fernald . z./ She administered a test individually to a 
consi s ting of five men and six tvomen. 
11 . ' t 2) . t. t t spe _:tng ties , a prommcJ.a lon es , 
The battery of tests included , 
3) 
a description of \"lorcls test, 
re-
group 
1) 
a 
and 
4)a dra11Iing test. The tests were actually tests in memory . Vhile her 
'I 
'1 . 23 
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II 
'I 
I 
'I ,, 
'I 
number of cases used \vas too small to posse s s much significance, she found, 
l) tba t ce:::.·tain indi vid.uals :b.ave ver:r distinct and accurate imagery -belongingll 
J • J>. ld J • 1 t h k 1' t l .~ . 2 ) co a gJ. ven sensory .L le , wn_e o ,_er s ma_~e very 1 ·t e use OI J..magery, 
that t he i ndivid.ual differences in imagery are too complex to be stated 
d . "" ~ 3 ) . 1. "' d a equatel;y J.n te r ms 0.1 type, ancl VJ.sua :t.zers are more rapiv_ rea ers than 
others, since they are not delayed 'by the auditory-vocal accompaniment. 
She al so stated that 
11 the re is a greater t endenc;y- to respond to a suggestion of 
vi sual image ry t han to one for any other sensory fi eld. 11 3) 
Her conclusion 't·.ras, 11The majority of persons are auclitory 
George :der'bert Betts , The_Distril:)uti.QJL.~nd Functio:q.s of Hental Jma.gery 
Teacher s College, Columbia University Contributions to Edu-
cation No. 26 1909 p. 99 
Habel R. Fernald, ;Qja.ggosis o~ Nental Image:r..[, Doctor 1 s Disserta~tion . 
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 1912, p. 103 J 
~label R~ Fernald, OJ:). cit_., :p. 48 I 
. - ==== 
I 
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or auditory-vocal for "mrds, _ 'Qut predominantly visual in 
their non- verb-al thinking . 11 lJ 
C . t1 d . ~ ~ i t' . f ' G ' ~f. tt '2) oncennn6 1e li ierences n ne posses::non o 1magery r1I · J. s 
1 concluded : 
II 
11 I n tl1e c oncrete field visual imagery is nearly ah:ays ::'irst, 
out that in I t he verbal f i eld inner s:peech ordinarily predo-
mi nates . 11 J. \. 
I 
In an article sho1·ring the rela t i onshi:p bet\-.reen ima{;.~ery and the Binet 11 
4) 
test Carmicr~el- says : 
"Those interested in eidetic imagery v.ri ll find in the Binet 
test a ready tool fo r the selection for further study of 
tho se children v1ho possess this special ability. \'lhen an 
u11.usually good :performance is g iven i n response to Test X 3 
of the Stanford Revision of the Binet- Simon Test (dra wing 
desisns from memory) , the presence of eidetic imagery and 
memory may be suspected. 11 
A fairly recent study reported in the Jou.rnal_Qf Genera]. PsychQ1.9u 
attemp ts to sho-vr the responses called forth 1vhen specific questions "~.-rere 
put to a group of college studen ts . The \vorcling of the questions is of in-
terest in this stud3r since t he p opulation to 'be used is a college grou-p . 
Bro\·rer su-ms up :b.is exp eriment as follO\vs! 
11The present paper aims to demonstrate the order of predom-
inance in t he frequency of image experience s in the various 
modalities thl·ough tbe method of ver·bal rep o:!.·t . The -o re sent 
experiment v~as conducted in g r ou:9s o f 40 students each at 
Ne\·l York Universi ty . A total of 152 1.<rere tested . Each 
student ente red his r esp onses on an individual form after 
each i tern 1.,ra s read h:ice in succession to t he group by the 
-vrri ter. 
i l./ 
il zJ 
I·abel R. Fernald, Ibid, :9 · 130 
II ~ 
il 
I 
Clk'1.rles H . G-riffit t s, Indi_y_i..Q~ual Differences in IlJlE.r;:ery . Doctor 1 s Di s -
sertation , University of ?Hchigan, 1919 p. 134 
Qn. cit . , p . 130 
Leonard Carmichael, "Eidetic Imagery and 'rhe Binet Test, 11 Journal of 
· EducatiQP~l~~rch~lQg~ Vol. 16 : 251- 252 1935 
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The questions vrith the resnective percentage freque:q-
cies of response follo1:r! 
Im_?._gine a :parLO..f_ onions fryi ng_Q_n a stove_. 
97% yes 3% no 
s i zzling in the pan? 
Can you see the onions? 
Can you hear the onions 
36;& no 5% 
Can you smell the odor of the onions? 39 % yes 
,1_0-1 ~/o 
59% yes 
57% no 
Imagine some of the onions put into your mouth . 
Can you feel them tactually? 55% yes 41% no 4% 
Are they hot? 46% yes 41% no 13% 
Imagine gras.:p..in.:::: the handle of t he frvin.e: pan t~Ll-ift 
it __ .of·f the stove_. 
Can vou feel tt.e bandle tactually? 
"2'1 
76~~ yes 22~ no 
i) 
Can you feel :l t t_ ermally? 617'i ~res 331~ no 4~~ 
Do you feel tD.e v,reight of the uan an·i it s contents? 
7~~ 24~ 3~ .:>/J yes _1J no 1J 
Im§,gine the 1:IorQ,_Q]lions. 
Can yon feel 7rourself say ing the vmrd? 78% yes 
17% no 5% 
H so , '\·:here? 40% throat 56% lips , moutl1., tongue, 
47'6 'brain, ear, eye , head .. 
In sm:nraar~.r. the order of relat ive emphasis g iven 'by 
these stuclents to their imagery e :A.'J)erience \·ihen rated purely 
on an i ntrospective basis , can 'be expressed as follo\'JS in 
terms of "most f r equently reported 11 to 11 least frequently 
repo1·ted . 11 Visual , auditory, tactual, tuc tuo- kines t hetic , 
thermal, olfactoi'J'. T::::tl s corres:;>onds to the order of pre-
dominance of perce:_otuel experiences . i'Then asked to imagine 
themselves sayi ng the t-rord onions 78% \·rere a'ble to report 
the experience of vocal imagery • • Of these, 4o:-t referred 
t he experi ence to the throat ; 50;;.J to the region of the 
mouth ; and the remaining 4% to the head. region . 
:B\lture st~1die s \·Till deal \1ith certain personality at-
tri'butes of t he imagery e:ll.--perience, especially eidetic 
trends11a.nd various psycho:9athological a.sr)ects of the :p ro'b-lem . 11 ~ 
lu Daniel ro\·Ier , "The E~~)er imen tal Stucl~r dominance o:f' Various II!la...::;ery 
Psychol..Q£y_,_ Vol. 37 : 199-200 
of Irna.gery : The Relative Pre-
]'J~odali ties ", Journal o..: General 
1947 +~ 
·I 
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~sis i n Silent Readi ng- Area _ 
The research i n the area of ima~ery ancl silent reading seems to center 
in the studies carried on at :Boston University . Clough , \'Iag le, and :Brennan· 
r.ave concluded through inde::_:Jendent research that one successful method of 
i!I!_9ro-..ring the quality of descri::_) tion is through a process of stimulating 
the five senses to develop active mental image ry. 
The sug:gestions for further re search appearing at the end of the i'laole 
study ba-v-e bearing upon this study. i'la19'l e asks: 
11a) iV'hat kinds of mental i mager y are ex::perienced by the 
average college freslrrn::1n in reading? 
b) Ur.at are the attributes of tbat imagery? 
c) Does t he capacit3r fo r imagery va.ry accordine; to the 
subje ct matter o= the material being read? 
d) Ro,., relevant to the su1Jject matter is the imager.f 
that is evoked by it? 
e) Is ima.Ger;y-, :i.f e:cperienced, subject to cbange under 
interrogation? 
f) I s the capacit~r for mental ima.gery a sj)ll that can 
be taught, and if so, by torbat means? 11 l 
The questions f ollo-;-.riJ.1.g the reading of the selections in the Clough 
study ba.ve implication i n this study. The list of questions vhich might be 
applicable to the present study follO\vS: 
11a) Do you see a :?icture in your nind 1 s eye? 
) Sketch a dia~ra.m of the room lo cating all you see 
or 
Hake a list of \l:w.t is in y our picture . 
c) \'That color s clo you see ? 
d Do you see colors on objects or on peo~le? 
e) Do you hear <m~r sounds ? 
f) Do :rou smell anything? 
g) Do you taste anyt:i:i.ng? 
h . How many :peoyle cto you ~~ee ? Ages? 
1} Ardra S . ila~le, 11A Study of Kental Imagery in Sile:'lt P..eadin0 • 11 Un-
published Fiaster 1 s t hesi s , Boston Univers i t~r , :Boston, Nassa -
c~setts 1939 p . 14D 
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I 
i) Clearest uart of t he u icture . 
j) Does the p i c ture reni~d you of any :pe rson y ou ha ve seen , 
any p laci ;;rou }nve visit ed , a...n.y -book read, or any movie 
seen ? 11 l. 
. In t he re ~\earcll carri e(!_ on o~r Bre::ma...n. , the statement of the ~)resent 
s tatus of ime,ge r y in education has much merit. She sa3rs , 
"There has been much d i s cus s ion i n eo.ucat ion as to the pre-
sen c e or la,ck of image:r:- . The v.rr i ters of the present day 
text ·books in the anxi ety to curtain p oncLerous detail and 
present the suo j ect i n as concise terms as p ossiole have 
r obb ed it of the ve~J essence t hat is n e eded for ~~der­
sta.nding on the part of the pupil. Facts minus real ex-
periences as a part of one ' s backgroun<l often degene rates 2} 
into ideas completel y foreign to the original definition. 11 -
A study carried on by Ready in the field of English comp osition ~.as 
bearing upon the -pre sent study . Ready states in her conclus ions : 
J.} 
12} 
I J/ 
I 
I 
11The l es sons brought, on the 1-.rhole , favorable results. The 
pup i ls sho 1ed s i ngu.lar ne\v interest in their choice of \·.rords 
a...11.d made definite effort to create descriptive vrri ting tr.at 
\·rould enga ge t he int erest of their readers through imagery. 
They seemed to put themselves mo~e than ever before in the 
place of their reader a n d took on a mor•" cri t i~al at t i tude 
to\vard their O\·Jll vmrk . 
The poss i b ilities of t rain i ng t he sense perception 
have by no means been exhausted by this .. :ark. Each unit 
could "be deve loped furthe r by e:c.larging the vocabu lary 
li sts , increa!>ing t he numbe r and variety of li te l'ar~r nodels: , 
a ncl lengthening the suggest i ons fo r observat ion 2.11.d. sub-
seq_uen t c ampo sit ion. 
The uni t on sense of sicht has tremendous :possibili-
ties, too 6reat to be l1a.ndled exhaust ively here. Nothing 
uas done \ ·li t!1 developing i magery rela tec1, to size , s~'lape, 
or percept ion of l i ght anrl d<:.,r kness . 11 31 
II 
II 
Vida S. Clough, 11An Analysis of Imagery i n Child ren 1 s Silent ReB.c:ting . 11 II 
Unj1Ubli shed l1ast er 1 s t hesi s , :Boston Unive1·sity, :Boston, l'-ias sa-
11 chusetts 1938 p . 131. 
t·!ar jorie C. :Brennan, 11 Study- of Children 1 s Ima.ger,r i n Visual and Audi toryl 
Comnrehension . 11 Un-:Ju"blished Haster 1 r; t hesi s , Boston Un iver- I 
s i ty , :Boston , 1~-ssa-chusetts 1938 p . 79 I 
'!ilhelmina C. P.oady , 11A Uorkoook :5'or Classes in English Comp osition." 
Unpu"bli!';hed Service Paper, :Boston University, Boston , I•la.ssa-
chusetts, 19 49 u. 118 
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Although the early research in the general area of i magery vm.s li teraryl 
II 
Jl 
I 
in naturr;l , to be foll owed by t he psychological empbasis to the topic, there 
is come relationshi~p bet\V"een those studies and t he problems inherent in 
this study . The general agreement that the 3J Ower of imagery a dds to the 
appreciation and enjo)cment of literature , history, and geography bears wit-
ness to the fac t t:b.at it is i mpo rtan t . 
The early studies of Kirkpatrick v;herein he called forth for a general ' 
response and then specific answe r s has a bear i ng on thi s study. 
The s tudies of Brennan , Clough, and \~a~le specifically i n the area of 
s ilent reading and i magery have d efinite bearing on thi s study. 
Lit b"lin 1 s stud.y and his manner of scor ing a ns-vTers p oint<- a \•~Y of 
evaluation of res-oonses i n t his study. 
'I 
·I 
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Chapter III 
PROCEDURES USED I N ItNhlSTIGATION 
The Develonrnent of the Instru..ment 
The :purpose of this study is to establish, if possib l e , the degree of 
in~gery called forth in the silent reading of college studen ts. The second , 
or per:haps t\'/ofold, purpose i s t o discover if any relationship exists be-
t'l.veen scores i n i magery and several other f actors esta1)lished about each 
student. 
After nmch research, advice given by the writer's doctorate committee, 
and guidance of the major adviser, the follo'tling :plan t·Jas evolved. 
The first p roblem ;vas the making of an instrument for testing imagery . 1 
It ~·as thought t:b...a t the reading of selections, en t ire chapters, from accept-! 
1 able colleg e literature might serve as a means of establishing i magery. 
\ tv!'i ter :purchased several copies of the 1113ridge of San Luis Rey 11 by Thorn ton 
The 
II 
I 
I 
lj 
Vlilder, and used this as a tentative pre-e:h.'::periment. The se copies vere 
given to tvrenty-five college students to read s ilently . Unon comuletion of 
t _e reading, the students ,.;ere given a number of questions to anst·rer . The 
results of this pre- e:x::perinen t convinced the "rri ter tba t the use of com-
plete selections vJould not prove sat isfactory because.: 
1) In the complete 1,•rri tings of a recognized author, t he imagery i s al-
ready carefully :presented . The question s , to a great d egre e, are 
factor s of recall. It a:p9eared to the vrriter t:b...at it is dif icult 
to 11 d rat1 blood from a stone. 11 If the picture is beautif ully painte 
for a reader, his povrer of imag ery is not tested. 
.30 
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2) In the complete ':Irit.ings of a recognized author , the vocabul ary 
vrould be mo r e d i f fi cult to control. This difficult:v might a.ffec t 
the po\·rer o imagery. 
3) In the complete writing of a r ecognized author , the sentence struc-
ture, the abstractness of ideas, and the s~~bolism mibht be f actor s 
wrdch might affect the p over of ime~ery . 
This p la..TJ. \·Jas , therefore, abandoned for pu1'9ose s of t he study . 
The vrriter then searched recognized litera ry works for s i ng le sen-
11 tences or short paragraphs vrhich met the follovling criteria : 
II I, 
I 
I 
,, 
l 
1) The selection must contain no modi f iers , no colorful action \·lOrds, 
or no colorful phrases . 
2) The s election must be concrete wi th no l i tera17 f i gures of speech 
or abstract ideas . 
3) The selection nust refer to an experience common to all people . 
4 The reference to indoor and outdoor locat i ons must be evenly 
divided . 
After due cons i de ration, the selections -vrere chos en as follo\·rs : 
1) Under the capt i on 11 indoor scenes " t·Jere includ.ed 2 single sentences, 
and 2 short paragraphs . 
2) Und.er t he caption 11 outdo or scenes 11 \·rere included 2 single sentences, 
and 2 short paragr aphs . 
In organizing the ~ue stionnaire for eA~erimentat ion the indoor and 
outdoor sentence s and paragraphs were de lil1erately mixed up . This i s , an 
indoor p aragr aph ..... e s follmved by an outdoo r sentencf'l etc . Th i s ,,_ras done 
vrit h the purpose of help ing to k e ep the examinee f r om establishing a g r oove 
.31 
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of response. 
The t\rriter gave a sam:9le sentence to 30 subjects . These subjects >:Jere 
selected at random among the v1ri ter 1 s acquaintances. The only facto:!:'s I! 
vrhich could be established a-bout all of them \vas · chronological age and sex. II 
The ages of the subjects rangecl from 18 years 3 months to 40 years 7 months. ! 
II 
The purpose of this step was to ascertain if the tentative <questions tvhich I 
the \vri ter hoped to use in the final imagery survey t·!e re clear and meaning- I 
ful. The sentence \'laS ! 
11The boy a'\rlOke, opened his eyes , and looked around. 11 
The questions 1·rere as follotvs : 
1) Did you see a pic ture in your mind 1 s eye'? 
2) Vfas this :picture clear or ind.istinct? E:x-plain 
3) Could you hear anything? 1V1'l.ELt? 
4) Did you sec any colors? 
5) 1'l:b.EL t kind of a day was i t? 
6) Could you taste or smell anything? 
7) \•!hat do you think the boy ,,Jill 'trear? 
8) Wbat kind of a bed t·1as the boy on? 
9) Have the questions clarif i ed your picture? 
10) F..ave the questions cb.B.nged your p icture? I 
I 
Four sample ans1v-e r sheets are presented here . It must "be pointed out li 
II tbat the 1trri ter conducted this -ore- exPeriment orally ov interv iew, and 
rrrote the anst·rers dovm exactl;>" ~s the- su"bjects ansvrere~. The numbers refer il 
to the question num·bers. 
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Subject I 
(a=so·e ·.=~=--==li[== 
"" 20 years 3 months) 
( sex: female ) 
1. Yes 
2 . Very clear. It t~as a small room on ground floor . Windm·rs opposite 
each other . Set i n the cou:~try . Rolling hills, like Vermont, could 
be s een out of t-.'indow. I I 
3. I could see the scene~v and the room, hear the breeze, the sound of 
co oki~1g utensils in the kitchen . 
4. The boy 's clothes on a c hair in color, the glovt of the sunrise in t he 
sky , the blue spread on bed, and the gray '"all- paper . 
5 . :Beautiful day i n early summer - Cool no<tr, but heat coming later. Hovr 
about 5 a . m. 
6. I could smell baking muffins- the odor from the kitchen - also coffee . ! 
7 . Blue dungarees, ~laid shirt, sneakers . 
8 , The boy I·Jas about 9 or 10 i..rith blue eyes , light brotm hair, too long 
as boy ' s hair gets in the sUL'lmer . Sparsely furnished bed cot style 
1·1i th -blue :Bates spread . 
9. A little 
10. Ho . 
SubjeQ.Lli ( ~ge : 
(sex : 
39 years 2 months) 
male ) 
i 
II 
1. Yes - the picture of a moclest cabin set on a hill overlooking the sea . II 
Trees close to the house . 
2 . ~uite distinct . 
I 3 . I could hear the trees moving , the curtains svrishing , the b irds sing-
~~ ing, the noises in the kitchen , I think the :pots and uans and 1-rctter 
=========r======== 
1. 
I 
!I 
II 
running awaken the boy. 
4 . Yes - the gold and bronze of the sunri s e, green of the trees, blue of 
the ocean, natural \'lood in the room and bed. 
5. Beautiful summer day . About 70° - probably \\rill climb higher - Early 
morning . 
6 . Yes t he breakfast cooking , the smell and dam);:mess of the ocean. 
7. J3lue shorts - "lvhi te sport shirt. 
8. A small clean bed, a cane chair - a sca t ter rug, and a dresser . 
9. Yes - they make me \-.rish I v.rere that boy . You kno,:r, like Frost , 11 I t 1 s 
vrhen I 1m "~:.reary of considerations . 11 
10. l'ifo. 
Subject III (chronological age: 18 years) ( 4 months) 
( sex: female ) 
1. Yes - sort of a one 
2 . Not very clear - there are no facts - I ,,-as looking for anst-Iers. 
3 . Ho . 
4 . The colors in the room I gctess. Generally green. 
5 . A nice day - hot . 
6. Ho . 
7. Pants and shirt . 
8 . Cot bed i'Ji th army blan.'k:et . 
9. 1'Tot much . 
10 . lTo . 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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Subject IV 
1. Kind of 
(age : 
(sex : 
29 years 8 months 1 
male ) 
2. Rather indistinct - I could really onlJr see a rug a.Yld a bed - and of 
course, a boy. 
3. No . 
4. :No . 
5. Pleasant - it didn 1 t say. Early morning - sun just coming up . 
6 . Ho. 
7 . Brown pants , shirt -No shoes. 
8 . Just a "bed- th~t 1 s all it said 
9. Yes - but not too much. I think maybe the boy bas bro,vn hair and 
bro11m eyes. 
10 . Uo . 
These four samples from the thirty a r e included because they· pointed 
\ 
un some thin crs to t he ,.rriter The remaining twenty- six sheets lend 1.veight 
11 t~ the ba~ic 
5 
cons i dera :ions :rhich were finally included in the a c tual 
' inagery survey. 
From these intervievs the fo llo\vi ng p oints seemed to be factor s to be 
1) 
con s idered in the final survey : age is not a governing or controlline 
~ t 2) 0 t 0 t 11" n t " 3)'h t" 
.cac or, sex ~s no a goverrnng or con ro ~ng rae or, ana. i; e ques :tons 
seem to call forth a \•ride range of response s . 
!' 35 
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,, The writer f elt that the actual imagery surve;>r could no,,.; be organized . I 
II The sample sheet v!as nO\·I ivri tten, and the sentences ai1.d :9arag raphs selected .I 
II J~~==-
'1 
,\ 
I 
I 
I 
The selections ~>Jere culled from the follov.ri ng books : 
Earlv Au turr.n Louis Bro::r..field 
Rose of all the Ha,·rthornes Katherine Burton 
Seven Storey !vlountai n Thomas 1'larton 
The Yearling Har jorie Ba\·rlings 
Bridge of San I,uis Rey Thornton \"lilder 
The survey \>Ja.S t!l.en g iven to a group o 30 colle ""e students . These 
stud.ents uere not memb ers of the clas se t o be u sed in the actual survey. 
These s tud.en ts took the test thre e times vri th an i nter val of h"lo \'Jeeks be-
r II bore en each testing. The correlation between the s co res obtai n ed on the 
t 
tests by each :oupil \·Jas . 7169 - P. E. . 036 . 
I ScorinF of the Instrument 
The vrri ter organized a score card and some score sheets . The aid of 
another college English instructor ,.,ras solicited in correcting f\OI!l 0 of the 
pap ers to e s tablish tne rel i ability of s coring . The ;,rriter of the experi-
ment and t he Instructor sco r ed the 30 papers independent l y of each other . 
+ 
The correl8.t ion bet re en the t1·ro s corings on the thil· t;v :oapers ms . 910 -
P E . 023 . 
The directions for s coTing vrere as follovrs : 
FoT Qu.estio __ s I of each item: 
Give .2. :oo int s for each descri pt ive vrord, mo :Lf ier, or action v!Ord 
which is listed i i it cloes not anpear in the ori2:inal selec tion . 
For the remaining ~ue stions of each item : 
Give .l po int for each descriptive •·rord, modifi er , or action vrord 
t1hich i s listed if it does no t anpear in question I or in the 
original selection. 
~-~--------------
I 
I 
The score sheets 1;:ere organized so that it vtould oe possible to see at I, 
a glance the complete scores and the scores made on each i tern . The figure I' 
above the ~~henated line is the s c ore obtained on Question I; the figure 
oelotv the line is the score obtained on the other questions. A sample 
score sheet 1-rill be found in the Ap:r,>endix, page 96. 
Org·anization of the Survey Q.uesti onnatre 
ltTi th the imagenr survey acceptal)ly organized, the next step in the 
study appeared to be the sett ing up of areas of relationshi~ . 
relationships i·.rere tentatively set up : 
1. Is there a relationship -bet,•Teen imagery and mental ability? 
2. Is there a relationship bet;,;een imagery and readi ng achievement? 
3 . Is there a relationshi:9 bet\·.'een i ma gery and speed of reading? 
4. Is there a relationship bet,,reen imager;1r and unaided recall? 
5. Is there a relationship bet\-Jeen imagery and amount and type of 
voluntary reading? 
6 . I s there a relationship between imagery test s and general imagery 
inquiry form? !I 
Is there a relationship betvreen imagery and scholarship as judged 
II by marks? I 
7. 
Arriving at Scores of Iv:ental Ability 
Most of the population to be used in this study had been given the 
American Council on Education Psychological Examination . l / Since the ,,_rri ter1 
hoped to -build this study on 300 cases, it ;.·ras necessar.:r to plan on more 
1./ A. C. E Psychological J!;xamination for College Level 1951 edition. 
American Council on EcLucation l'iashington, D.O. 
I 
II 
II 
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cases . To safeguard a gainst any loss in personnel in the study , the t·.riter 1 
adr!inis t ered this ps~rcholo.sice.l exami:r...a.tion to 50 more st11dents . '!'here is, 
as of the present development of this study, a group of three- hundred-fifty 
stuients vrith establishecl mental a.bility scores with vrhom to 1t.rork. 
Providine fo r Scores in Read in.P: Achievement 
As ·ras true in the :psycholog ical test , most of the po~:mlation to be 
used i n t hi s study, had been ~.:;iven a reading achievemP.nt test - The Coonera- 11 
t . E 1' h M t JJ A • .. .0 • t • . . .1. t h . t ... t ·)ve '1'1·"" J.S -es . .t<.[;ctln , l~ s e emeu \·lSe "o aa.m1.n1.sver __ J.s ·esv o o1·e 
yUyils. The same thr ee- hundred- fifty students 1:1i th s cores in mental a.bili- 1 
ty , no\·J have scores in reading achievement . It should be noted here tbat 
the necessity for testing U .e se fifty student. arose ·because of thei r late 
entrance to college , transfe r f r om other s chools, or "special student 11 
status . 
1) 
Since the s co:'es in reading may b e sub- divided. into comyrehension , 
2) 3) 
vocabulary, syeed, they are reported that \\'8.Y in the tables in the 
A-o-n end.ix, page 85. I 
Esta)?].is]dng scores for academic st!:mding 
In order to discover i f there is any r elationship between i mage ry and 
I scholarshiy , the only basis U.tat could be used is the quality credit score 
I 
I 
I 
IJ 
I 
or the marking 
quality credit 
sy stem used at 
score system i s 
4.0 
3.0 
the college \•rhere 
ac• ,, fo llotrrs : 
5 A 
3 . 9 ]3 J l) Cooperative =E=·n=g=· l=i=s=h= T=e=s=t=:-:(=R=e=a=di=n=g=)=cF=o=rm==y. 
.I 
,, 
II 
t he poyulation attends. The j 
EduC'..at ional Testing Service 
15 Amsterdam Avenue , 
Ne1·J York 23 
·I 
:J 
2.0 2.9 c 
1.0 1.9 D 
0 E 
The se scores are also indicated in the comnlete tables in the Appendix 
page 84. 
T:2e remaining areas of relationshi p unaided recal l , amount and t;ype of 
volu:ntary read ing, and general imagery questionnaire could not be obtained 
f rom any standarclized source, so the 1r1riter began the '\·Jriting of these 
n2.rts of t he survey . The t-rri ter decicled that s i x or seven te st ing periods 
for each s tudent would. be imposition enough on the other inst ructor's time. 
Afte r much pla nning and consideration , the writer decided that t h e bulk of 
the population >voulct have f i ve ne\-r testing periods . Adding these five 
! 
I 
'I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
neriods to t he psychological testing p eriod, and the reading te st i ng p eriod, ;: 
each s tud ent has seven_ testing periods . The fi VJi_ nevr area s to be tested l1 
1) 2) 3' . 
\ve r e : speed reading, u.YJ.aided recall, 1voluntal'Y reacling inquiry , 
~) . 5) 
:tmagery survey , and g eneral questionnaire . 
The sneed. of reacting te s t as organized_ by the vrri ter result in a s core 
of the nu:mber of , .. ro r ds read :ner mi nute . The t e st inclucl.es tvm selec t ion s I' 
an orig ina l select ion ancl an introduction to a literary 1.-:o r k . The \·Jriter 
used. a sto:o v.'atch anc1 timed the reading in intervalr. of ten (10) seconcts . 
The s tuctent 1r.e.s asked to 1n·i te the la«t ficure on the -board on his pa pe r 
i:Jhen he had fini shed t he reading . The 'tvri t er, ' 'rhen co1·r ecting t he survey , 
changed thi s score into \vo rds pe r minute. By add ing the \vords per minut e 
39 
r 
I 
I 
in both select ions, and c.ividing "by 2 an average numlJer of \·TOrds read per 
. I 
ll 
minute \'Ta.s arrived at. 
Unaid.ed -recall II 
In order to test 1.maicled. recall, the vn•iter organized two selections 
for this purpose . One selection \'JaS from "Inside The U.S.A. 11 by John Gun-
ther , t he other from "The Yearling 11 "by !viarjorie Ravllings. The recall t-jas 
( 'I'JE..S, 'l·reigb.ted so that a perfect score on the first selection ;.;as 10 p oint s ; ,I 
a perfect score on the second selection vm.s 12 points. These scores are 
repo rted as a U.."'lit i n the ta"ble in the Appendix page 85. For example, a 
perfect score in the unaided recall sec tion of the survey \vould "be 22 points.,1 ,, 
V ohmtary readj,ng inouinr 
The part of the survey devoted to discovering the reading ha"bits of 
the college population studied, \'Ja:3 one of the most arcluous. The reference II 
1} 
-..-;h:i.ch offered the most help was the a:!Jpendi x of \Vi tty and Kopel 1 s book. 
There is :included in this Appendix a chart vrhi ch asks a"bout "book reading, II 
nevrspa!;e r r eading , and periodical reading. II 
,I 
It \vas felt that for purposes of this study a more comprehensive ana- II 
lysis of leisure time reading \vas in order. It would seem that most leisure 11 
time reading mi ght appear to be in the field of magazines . Perl1 .. ::tps the 
listin::;- of mage!.z:Lnes i'Iith a place provided for i ndicating parts most fre-
q_uently read v•ould .. be fact revealing . The '"ri ter i'Jas then f2.ced ,,,ith the 
p:-o·blem of 11vrhich magaz ines? 11 
Paul iiit t ;y anct David Y:..epel, Rea..£\,iu~nd the Educa.tion PI.Qce~s. 
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1939. 
===9r=--================================~================================= 
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Re search in this field of "which magazines'' brought forth the .. act 
t . t t 1 . . l/ -"'f ' 1. b . - 1 ' . d 1m. ::ere 1 s a serv1ce o.L· · ereo. 1 rar1es, puo 1sne once ever~r t h ree .1 
I years , v1hich gives the a,uthen tica.tecl circulation of ne,·Tspa~e rs and periodi-
cals . F r om the se volumes , the 1.oJriter 11 took off 11 the magazine s \'r'nic. enjoy 
a circulation of 500 , 000 or more . 'I'he complete list of the magazines of a 
500 ,000 or ·nett er circulation, the frequency of :9ublication, and t:he in-
terest s erved by the magaz i ne (men, vrornen , etc .) is included in the Appen-
d i x , page 121. 
For purposes of this c t udy the complete li st \\•oulcl be too lengthy and 
CUT::lbersome. It \•Ja S decided to 111.veight 11 the magazin es for interes t s erved 
as \lrell as for ci::c'culation . The list appearing in the survey i ncludes ~ 
magazines O- gene r al interest, Q magazines of inte rest especially to men, 
2 magazine s of interest especially to '"omen, Q. magazines publ i s:hed. monthly, 
I and_ .Q. magazines p u b lished \·reek ly. It ·;as felt that this div i s i on might 
j g ive a fa ir choice to Given p opulation . 
Another ques tion v1hi ch mi ght be of i nterest in connection 1...rith volun-
tar~.r reading i s , 111'llmt part or parts of magazines are more frequently read? 11 
It ivas thought :possible t hat this question might be a."YJ.sv;e red a t the same 
time. 
\'Then discovering the voluntary reading habits of college students, the 
pa~t t he newspa:9er reading :plays is important . The second. part of the 
vo lunta17 reading survey deals with ne..,.Tspa-yers . 
The last :part of the voluntary reading survey deals 1.·ri th books . An 
1./ liT . 1•J . Ayer and Sons Directory - life]lLSnaners and Periodic~..l2_. 1951 
Philadelphia 6, Pennsylvania. U.S.A •. 
tl 
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II 
attempt t·m.s made to discover the type of book, the number of books, and 
the time spent in reading books of a recreational nature . 
In considering the topic of imagery, the possession of or lack of the 
ability to 11 see imagery " these questions arise in the resea.rcher 1 s mind, 
liDo people kno-v; '"hen they possess imagery? 11 11Do people lmo\v vrhen the;y lack 
the pO"I.\1er of imagery? 11 "Would it be possible to ask people specific ques-
tions about i!nagery, and have conclusive answers?" nvlould ansvrers to a 1 
general questionnaire yield as much information as a survey? 11 "Since a ,I 
questionnaire is less time consuming to administer and to take, tvould it j; 
demonstrate the same results as a 1-rritten imagery survey? 11 
An attem-ot was made to organize a general i magery questionnaire tbat 
mi ght "be used to help ans\.ver the questions listed above . The vtri ter set 
. 1, 
up four general topics around vrhich the questionnaire should center : 
~ 3) ~ 
persons , outdoor scene, indoor scene, and general sensory responses . 
Under each major topic vrere included several minor topics pertaini ng to 
as1)ects of the major topic. It seemed possible, perhaps, to obtain a gra-
'II 
,, 
II 
II 
dua.ted s cale in the imagery questionnaire. The survey 
tr~ee columns follo\rlng each item. These columns were 
d 
vras then set up 'l>!i th !I 
listed as clearly, li 
vaguel~r, and not at all_. 
In evaluating this :part of the survey, it '\vas deci ded to g ive 2 -points 11 
for each check in the clearu column; 1. point for each check in the-v~~.e1y II 
II 
column, ancl Q_ points for each check in the not at all_ column. The complete 
survey nov! appeared ready for admini s tering . 
-~-
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'I 
'rhe vTri t er, having all·ead~- secured p ermis . ion of t he administrator of 
t j_J.e college \·!here the '3urvey v.-as to be given, no\·; t1acle p lans dth various 
' college f acu l t y memb er s ':Tho se e; rou:ps v;ere to be used to 11 t ake over 11 certain. 
i' I periods . It v.T&s necessary to bave five periods for all t he population , c>.nd 11 
I 
II 
seven p eriods f or the members of the population for whom p sychological and. 
reading scores were not available. Since the class periods are organized 
on a 5Q- minute ·c.asi s , it be ca me necessary to take t\~o periods for s ome 
part . of t he test . The testing, therefore, took six '!:reeks of solid testing .1J 
Since the ..,;riter h..ad to meet program commitments and teacher sc!ledules, the 
testing vm.s spread over hlelve v1eeks. 1 
The t·iri ter administered all parts of the survey to all grou:9s taking I 
the survey. I, 
Since t he test.:.ng prog:ra.m \"las, of necessity, spread. over t \'relve -weeks 
some of t he participating population t~ere lost for purposes of this study. 'J 
The ,. ri ter bad 298 cases 1.·rith complete score s at the end of the testing II 
period . The results of t he study presented in Chapter IV Nill be based on 
298_ cases. 
In the orga.TJ.ization of an instrument to tes t i ma g ery, the t·lri ter ,.;as 
faced t·:i th a creative task of organizing many other ~·actors . The survey , 
in its complete form includes five parts : l) speed of reading , 2)unaided 
4) 
the ima.ger;~r items, 
3) 
voluntary reading inq_uiry, 
5) 
and general recall, 
imagery questionnaire. 
10~~ 
,, 
I 
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I 
The scoring of each part also presented a problem . The '"ay in ,.,hich 
each ::9art \,-a s scored bas been presented in the chapter . 
At the conclusion of the testing prog ram , the \·~riter had zrui compl-ete 
scores upon \·lhich to base the reporting of the data . 
=;r----=-==--
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. I Chapter IV 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
Bases of Study 
The topics which serve as the bases of this study are: 
1. Establishing the reliability of the measure of imagery. 
2. Relationship between imagery and mental ability. · 
3. Relationship between imagery and reading achievement. 
4. Relationship between imagery and speed of reading. 
5. Relationship between imagery and unaided recall. 
6. Relationship between imagery and amount and type of voluntary 
reading. 
7. Relationship between imager,y and scholarship as judged by marks. 
8. Relationship between imagery test and a general imagery inquiry 
form. 
Statistical Handling 
Since all of the questions to be answered in this study, depend upon 
the instrument used to establish the measure of imagery, it is necessary to 
II 
j establish the reliability of that measure at the outset of the study. 
! In this study it was impossible to use the odd and even method custom-
arily followed in reliability studies. Since the study is based upon an 
imagery survey which contains eight items - four indoor and four outdoor 
1 items, and four paragraph items and four sentence items - the paired item 
procedure seemed the lsgical approach to the handling of the items. 
As shown in the sample score sheet in the Appendix, page 96, it was 
possible to take off the partial scores in this manner. The indoor scores 
I 
were obtained from Items . 1, 5, 1, 8; the outdoor scores from Items 2, 3, 4, . 
6. The following results were obtained when correlating the indoor and 
I 
outdoor items: 
Table 1. 
N : 298 
Correlation of scores on Indoor and Outdoor 
Items 
r = .850 cr r = .166 
The correlation between the scores on sentences in the instrument and 
I paragraphs in the instrument would be still another way of establishing the 
I reliability of the measure of imagery. The scores obtained from Items 1, 4, 
6, 8 were sentence scores. The scores obtained from Items 2, 3, 5, 7 were 
1
paragraph scores. 
Table 2. 
N: 298 
Correlation of scores on Sentence and Paragraph 
Items 
r = .881 err • .149 
A correlation of .850 on the indoor and outdoor items, and a correla-
ltion of .881 on the sentence and paragraph items, gives this instrument evi-
ldence of marked relationship. With the reliability of the instrument 
established, the total imagery scores shall be used in this study as a basis 
of correlation. 
'1 
!! Relationship betv;een Imagery and Mental Ability 
I The entire population was given the American Council on Education P~­
lchological Examination. The range of scores on this test is from 70 - 154. 
1The range of scores on the imagery test of the instrument in this study was 
84 - 286. 
49 
Table 3. 
N : 298 
I 
Correlation of Imager,y Scores and Mental 
Ability Scores (as measured by the A.C.E. 
Psychological Examination) 
r : .531 o-r= .016 
lj It would appear on the results of the tested population that there is 
a positive relationship between imagery and mental ability. 
Table 4. Correlation of Psychological Scores and 
Imagery Scores of 5o Students Highest in Imagery 
N : 298 r = .666 o-r: .o6 
The highest imagery score (286) and the highest ps.ychological score 
(154) were both obtained by the same student. A student with an imagery 
:score of 284 obtained a psychological score of 101. Still another student 
with an imagery score of 286 obtained a ps.ychological score of 94. It 
I 
r ould appear that the possession of a high imagery score is possible with 
~ superior, average, or less than average psychological score. Three of 
he tested students scored in the two highest intervals of the imagery 
1
scores, and also in the two highest intervals of the psychological scores. 
However, three of the tested students scoring inthe upper intervals of 
I 
imagery scores, obtained scores placing them in the lowest interval of the 
bs.ychological scores. Therefore, it would appear that although there is a 
~ositive correlation between imagery scores and psychological scores, there 
are .some cases which deviate from the pattern. 
Table 5. Correlation of Psychological Scores and 
Imagery Scores of 50 Students Lowest in Imagery 
N • 298 r •• 21 <rr = .07 
50 
In considering the ps.ychological scores and the imager.y scores of the 
50 students lowest in imagery, some facts are apparent which do not show in 
the correlation. Two of the tested students with imagery scores of 110 and 
112 placing them in the third lowest interval in imagery scores obtained . 
1 psychological scores of 145 and 116 respectively. Two of the students whose 
imagery scores place them in the lowest interval of the imagery scores also 
scored in ·the two lowest intervals of the psychological scores. Therefore, 
it appears possible for a student to score low in imagery and low on the 
psychological test; it is, however, also possible to score low on imagery 
and high on the psychological test. 
II The conclusion might be drawn from the above data concerning imagery 
scores and psychological scores that it is possible to score high in imagery 
and low in the psychological test. It is also possible to score low in 
imagery and high on the psychological test. However, on the total tested 
population of this study there appears to be a correlation between imagery 
scores and psychological scores. 
Table 6. Comparison of Psychological Scores of 
5o Students Highest in Imagery with 5o Students 
Lowest in Imagery 
Group No. Mean Psychological S. D. 
Score 
Highest 5o 115.22 15.89 
Lowest 5o 94.28 12.88 
Psychological Score Range (A.C.E.) 70 - 154 
Tm mean psychological score of the group highest in imagery 
i s 115.22. At 1 a:- the range is 115.22 ! 15.89, or from 
99.33 to 131.11. The mean psychological score of the group 
lowest in imagery is 94.28. At 1 o-- the range is 94.28 ~ 12.88, 
or from 81.40 to 107.16. It would appear that as a group the 
51 
1 
highest in imagery group have higher psychological scores, 
although there is overlapping. 
Relationship Between Imagery and Reading Achievement 
The entire population was given the Cooperative English Test (Reading) 
Form Y. This test yields a total reading achievement score and three sub-
scores. The first table will present the total reading achievement scores 
I and the Imagery scores. 
The range of scores on the total reading achievement test is 40 - 73; 
the range of Imagery scores is 84 - 286. 
Table 7. 
N = 298 
Correlation of Imagery Scores and the Total 
Reading Achievement Scores (obtained on the A.C.E. 
English Test .• ) 
Ima§ery Scores 
4- 286 
Reading Scores 
40- 73 
r: .25 Cl'r = .05 
It would appear that the correlation between imagery scores and the 
1 total reading scores shows little reliability. However, the fourteen (14) 
i highest reading achievement scores place within the four (4) top intervals 
I of the imagery scores range. Also, the fifteen (15) low reading scores 
I 
1 place themselves in the four (4) lowest intervals in the range of Imagery 
I scores. 
1! Two of the low reading scores place themselves in the top interval of 
imagery range. The lowest . imagery score places itself in the mid-inter-
of the reading score range. 
It seems on the basis of the results obtained on the tested population 
that reading achievement bears little relationship to the possession of 
52 
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t' 
imagery. 
Since the Cooperative English Test reports the reading scores with sub-
scores the relationship of imagery and reading comprehension might disclose 
some interesting information. 
Table 8. 
N = 298 
Correlation of Imagery Scores and Reading 
Comprehension Scores (obtained on the A.C.E. 
English Test) 
~ery Scores 
4- 286 
r = .835 
Comprehension .Scores 
9 - 22 
t::r r = .04 
There appears to be a positive relationship between the scores obtained 
on the imagery test and the scores obtained on the comprehension section of 
the reading test. The fifteen (15) highest scores on the imagery test place 
, in'.:the two (2) top intervals of the reading comprehension range. The three 
(3) lowest imagery scores place themselves in the two (2) lowest intervals 
10f the reading comprehension range. However, the highest comprehension 
score (22 points) places in the mid-interval of the imagery score range; and 
the lowest comprehension score (9) places in the mid-interval of the imagery 
score range and in another case - comprehension score (9) places in the top 
1 
interval of the imagery range score. 
1 It might be concluded, however, on the basis of the results obtained in 
I 
this study, that there is a positive correlation between imagery scores and 
I 
comprehension scores. 
Another score available from the A.C.E. English Test (Reading) is a 
score in Vocabulary. Again, it might be possible for this information to 
disdose some interesting findings. 
---=-=-- --=- ==--=- -=-=== 
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Table 9. 
N : 298 
Correlation of Imagery Scores and Vocabulary 
Scores (obtained onthe A.C.E. English Test) 
~ery Scores 
4- 286 
r = .566 
Vocabul~ Scores 
36 - l 
o-r = .04 
It would appear that there is some reliability between imagery scores 
and vocabulary scores. However, seven ( 7) of the highest imagery scores 
have a corresponding top - interval placement in the range of vocabulary 
scores. Four (4) of the lowest imagery scores possess scores in the vocabu-
lary test which places them in the two lowest intervals of the vocabulary 
range scores. One of the highest vocabulary scores (70) has a correspond-
ing imagery score of 183 which places the score 'in the mid-interval of the 
range of imagery scores. Again, a low score of 36 in the vocabul~ test 
falls in the third lowest interval in the range of imagery scores; and still 
another score of 36 in the ~ocabulary test falls in the mid-point interval 
of the range of imagery scores. Still another high vocabulary score ( 66) 
has a corresponding imagery score of 164 which places it in the sixth from 
the bottom of the lowest interval in the imagery. 
It might be concluded from the scores of imagery and vocabulary tests, 
' that although there appears to be a reliable correlation between imagery 
scores and vocabulary scores, a high imagery score is. accompanied frequently 
by a low vocabulary score, and a low imagery score is accompanied frequently 
by a high vocabulary score. 
Table 10. 
N - 298 
Table 11. 
N : 298 
-- --~~~ 
Correlation of Imagery Scores and Speed of 
Reading Scores (obtained on the A.C.E. English 
Test 
r : .66 o-r= .08 
Correlation of Imagery Scores and Speed of 
Reading Scores (obtained from Survey) 
r = .873 cr r = .02 
The correlation between imagery and speed of reading appears to be 
relatively high. The highest score in imagery (286) has a corresponding 
speed score of 600 words per minute. The riext highest imagery score ( 284) 
was obtained by three students. They obtained pSychological scores of 466, 
1 203, and 254 words per minute. The lowest imagery score (84) has a corres-
ponding speed score of 310. The next two lowest imagery scores, 86 and 87, 
have speed scores of 395, 124, and 203 respectively. It would appear that 
although there is a positive correlation:between imagery and speed of read-
ing, there are many deviates in the tested population. 
Table 12. A Comparison of the Reading Scores of 
5o Students Highest in Imagery with 
50 Students Lowest in Imagery 
Group No. Mean S. Em Diff m-m S.E. Diff. C.R. 
Highest 5o 58.8o .921 
6.34 1.170 5.401 
Lowest 5o 52.46 • 720 
Reading Score Range (A.C.E.) 40 - 73 
The critical ratio of the differences between the 50 students 
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highest in imagery and the 50 students lowest in imagery is 5 .~1. 
There are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the true difference is 
greater than zero; that is, there are 99.999 chances out of 100 
that the mean in the highest 50 group is greater than the mean 
of the lowest 50 group. 
Relationship Between Imagery and Unaided Recall 
Table 13. 
N = 298 
Correlation of Imagery Scores and Scores on 
Unaided Recall (obtained from survey) 
r = .284 o-r = .05 
The scores on the test on unaided recall shows a range of B - 22. The 
highest imagery score (286) has a corresponding recall score of 18. The 
lowest imagery score, 84, has a corresponding recall score of 10. The 
second highest imagery score (284) has recall scores of 12 and 20. The 
lowest imagery scores, 86 and 87, have recall scores of 10 and 13 and 18. 
There appears to be little relationship between imagery scores and unaided 
recall, although in some cases there is high imagery and high recall,and 
in other cases low imagery and low recall. 
Relationship Between Imagery and Voluntary Reading 
The method used to obtain an indication of the free leisure time 
reading of the tested population was a questionnaire. The procedure use~ 
in compiling this questionnaire was explained in Chapter III, P• 40· A copy 
of the questionnaire - section III of part I of the survey - is found on 
p.l23· The first part of the questionnaire deals with free reading in 
-======= =-- = 
magazines. The findings in general about magazines are as follows: 
1) order of preference 
2) parts of magazine read 
3) supplementary information 
The magazines in order of preference: l)Time, 2)Life, 3)Readers• 
Digest, 4)Better Homes and Gardens, S)Colliers, 6)saturday Evening Post, 
?)Holiday, B)Look, 9)Ladies Home Journal, lO)National Geographic, ll)Woman•s 
Day, 12)Good Housekeeping, l3)coronet and McCall's, 14)Woman•s Home Com-
panion, l5)Family Circle, 16)-Parent·st Magazine, 17JRedbook, lB)Esquire and 
Popular Mechanics, 19)cosmopolitan, 20)American Magazine, 21)Modern Romances, 
· 
22)American Girl, 23)country Gentleman. 
In answer to the question concerning parts of magazine read the follow-
! ing is a list of the parts in order of preference: l)articles, 2)Pictures, 
i J)fiction, and 4)ads. 
The supplementary informationwas gleaned from the question, "List any 
other magazines which you read regularly." In answer to this question the 
students named magazines which fell into specific categories. These were 
1 classified as: l)health, 2)professional, ))religious. 
The second part of the questionnaire dealt with newspaper reading. The 
students indicated that 247 of the tested population read a newspaper regu-
larly, and that 51 of the tested population read a newspaper occasionally. 
I 
11 When asked the preference of the parts of a newspaper the results showed 
the foliowing preferences: l)local news, 2)world news, ))editorials, 
4)sports, 5)theater news, 6>comics. 
In response to the question dealing with the amount of time spent each 
day in reading the newsp~ er, the range was from 5 - 60 minutes. The 
average time spent in reading the newspaper was 20 minutes a day. 
11 The third part of the questionnaire on voluntary reading was centered 
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around Books . The type~- o- bo-ok-s l~o-ted- - i- n o~e-r-· of-p-re-f:re~c=e=are=:~ =====~~~ ==----='""--'---= 
l)biograpey, 2>rel:tgion, 3)ooventure, 4)travel, 5)history, 6)scienee, 
7)drama, 8)poetry, 9 )sports, lO)art, 11>music, 12)com.ics .. 
The students indicated t hat the time spent in readin recreational 
matter ranged .fro!!l 15 - 60 minutes per day . The average time spent was 20 
minutes . 
1 J hen asked t he number of books read during the past six months, the 
1l replies indicated t he range to be from 0 .. 16 books . The average number of 
books ~ead was 4. 
'I 
I 
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The score assigned t he voluntary reading questi onnaire was obtained 
from the last three columns in the questionnaire. The column marked 
regularlY was given~ points, the column marked occasional~ was gi venl 
poi nt, and ·the column marked never was given~ credit. 
Table 14. 
N = 298 
Correlation of Imagery Scores and Voluntary 
Readir.t.g Scores (ob-tained fro the SUrvey) 
r = .233 (} - . 02 r-
The range of scores on voluntary reading was from 4 - 31. 
The highest imagery score ( 286) has a corresponding voluntary reading 
score of 15. The next highest imagery score ( 284) has , a corresponding 
II 
voluntary reading score of 13. The lowest imagery score ( 84) has a voluntary 
r eading score of 19. The next lowest imagery score ( 86) has a voluntary 
reading score of 33. 
It appears fromt.loJ.e tested popul ation .tlat a high imagery score has not 
much relationship to a voluntary readin~ score; .it also appear3 that a l01r 
, imagery s core may have a corr es onding high voluntary reading score. 
Table 15. 
N: 298 
Correlation of Voluntary Reading Scores and 
Imagery Scores of 5o Students Highest in Imagery 
r = .396 
It appears that the students scoring high in imagery have a wide spread 
• in the voluntary reading scores. The twelve students in the top interval or 
imagery scores show a placement in the middle five interVals of voluntary 
reading scores. Two students whose imagery scores place them in the second 
interval of imagery scores have voluntary reading scores which place them 
in the second interval of voluntary reading scores. 
Table 16. 
N : 298 
Correlation of Voluntary Reading Scores and 
Imagery Scores of 5o Students Lowest in Imagery 
r = .367 o-r = .o6 
In the students scoring low in imagery 84 ·and 86 they have a corres-
ponding voluntary reading score of 19 and 33 respectively. The next lowest 
imagery scores, 87 and 92, have voluntary reading scores of 9 and 13 re-
spectively. It would appear that although there is a correlation;.. between 
the voluntary reading scores and the imagery scores of 50 students lowest 
in imagery, there are some students who score high in voluntary reading and 
1011' in imagery. 
Table 17. A Comparison of the Voluntary Reading Scores 
of the 50 Students Highest in Imagery with the 
50 Students Lowest in Imagery 
Group No. Mean s. E m. Diff. m-m S.E. Diff. C.R. 
Highest 5o 22.41 1.08 5.13 1.237 4.147 Lowest 50 17.28 .606 
Voluntar,r Reading Score Range 
~(E_art 1, Sec.:t._JI L..o_i' SJ;lrvey) 
4 - 37 
The critical ratio of the differences of the mean scores 
between the highest 50 imagery group and the lowest 5o imagery 
group is 4.147. There are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the 
true difference in mean scores is greater than zero; that is, 
there are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the mean score of the 
highest 50 imagery group is greater than the mean score of the 
lowest 50 imagery group. 
The second part of the voluntary reading questionnaire had to do with 
the types or kinds of reading done by the students, and its relationship 
to imagery. The questions for which an answer was sought were: 
1) Is there relationship between imagery scores and the fiction 
type of literature as a choice? 
2) Is there a relationship between imagery scores and the non-fiction 
type of literature as a choice? · 
The correlations follow: 
Table 18. Correlation of Imagery Scores and Fiction 
Type Literature 
N = 298 r = .67 o-r = .o64 
Fiction Type Literature Score Range 9 - 22 
(Part 1, Sect. III of Survey) 
Table 19. Correlation of Imagery Scores and Non-Fiction 
Type Literature 
N = 298 r • .81 cr r = .03 
Non-Fiction Type Literature Score Range 11 - 2~ 
(Part 1, Sect. III of Surve,y) 
The highest score in imagery ( 286) had a corresponding score of 14 
for fictior. ·\Yl)e literature and 21 for non-fiction 'tfpe literature. 
6o 
Another high imagery score (282) had a fiction type literature 
score 19, and a 20 score for non-fiction type literature. 
A low imagery score (87) had a fiction type literature score of 
15, and a non-fiction type literature score of 12. Still 
another low imagery score (92) had a fiction type literature 
score of 11, and a non-fiction type literature score of 12. 
A middle range imagery score (160) had a fiction type literature 
score of 14, and a no~fiction type literature score of 16. Still 
another middle range imagery score ( 172) had a fiction type 
literature score of 18, and a non-fiction type literature score 
of 15. 
Table 20. Comparison of the Fiction Type Literature Scores of 
5o Students Highest in Imagery with 50 Students 
Lowest in Imagery 
-
Group No. Mean S.E _m Diff. m-m S.E. Diff. C.R. 
Highest 5o 16.62 .331 
50 15.38 .376 
1.24 .158 7.848 
Lowest 
Fiction-Type Literature Scores - Part 1, Sect. III of Survey 
The critical ratio of the differences between the highest 50 
imagery group scores and the lowest 50 imagery group scores is 
7.848. There are 99.999 chances out of 100 that the true 
difference is greater than zero; that is, there are 99.999 chances 
out of 100 that the mean of the 50 highest imagery group is greater 
than the mean of the 50 lowest imagery group. 
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Table 21. Comparison of the Non-fiction Type Literature 
Scores of 50 Students Highest in Imagery with 
5o Students Lowest in Imagery 
Group No. Mean S.E m Diff m-m S.E.Diff. C.R. 
Highest 5o 18.18 .350 
Lowest 5o 14.18 .472 
4.00 1.86 2.150 
Non-fiction Type Literature Scores - Part 1, Sect. III of Survey 
The critical ratio of the differences between the highest 50 
imagery group and the lowest 50 imagery group is 2 .15. There 
are 98 chances out of 100 that the true difference is greater 
than zero; that is, there are 98 chances out of 100 that the 
mean of the highest imagery group is greater than the mean of 
the lowest imagery group. 
Relationship Between Scholarship and Imagery 
The criteria used as a basis of scholarship was the quality credit 
score assigned each student by his instructors during a semester. The 
score used was arrived at by the total marks given the student by all of 
his instructors. The range is from 1.0 - 4.5. 
Table 22. 
N : 298 
Correlation of Imagery Scores and Scholarship 
(as judged by marks) 
r = .771 o-r = .02 
The relationship between imagery scores and scholarship appears to 
be rather high. The highest imagery score ( 286) has a scholarship 
score of 3.6. The lowest imagery score (84) has a scholarship 
score of 1.0. In the latter case there is a correlation of the 
II 
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lowest imagery and lowest scholarship scores. However, the imagery 
score of 86 has a scholarship score of 2.0; and an imagery score of · 
284 has a scholarship score of 3.8. 
The relationship of the students scoring high in imagery and high in 
scholarship is marked. Of the 50 students scoring high in imagery 
not one falls below the 3.0 interval. Five students scoring in the 
top interval of the imagery range, also rank in the top interval of 
the scholarship range. One student scoring the highest in scholar-
ship ranks in the third from the top interval in imagery. It appears 
that in the tested population, a high score in imagery is accompanied 
- by a high score in scholarship. 
The relationship of the scholarship scores and the imagery scores of 
50 students low in imagery shows some relationship. The student 
having the lowest imagery score ( 84) bas a scholarship score of 1.0. 
Of the 50 lowest imagery scores only 5 students place in the 3.0 -
3.4 interval - the remaining 45 rank from 1.0 - 2.5. Four students 
rank in the 1.5 - 1.9 interval of scholarship range. It appears, 
from this evidence, that students who rank low in imagery frequently 
rank low academically. 
Table 23. Comparison of Scholarship Scores of 
5o Students Highest in Imagery with 
50 Students Lowest in Imagery 
Group No. Mean s. Em Diff. m-m S.E.Diff. C.R. 
Highest 50 3.34 .662 
• 72 1.276 .564 Lowest 50 2.62 .633 
Scholarship Score Range 1.0 - 4.5 
(Cumulative Record Cards of Students) 
The critical ratio of the differences between the highest imagery 
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group and the lowest imagery group in scholarship is .564. There 
are 71 chances out of 100 that the true difference is greater than 
zero; that is, there are 71 chances out of 100 that the mean for the 
highest imager.y group for scholarship is greater than the mean of 
the lowest imagery group. 
Relationship Between Imagery and a General Imagery Questionnaire 
One of the topics which was careful~ considered in this stuQy was: 
"Would a questionnaire with a check list yield the same results in the study 
11 of imagery as a long type test which would, of necessity, be an essay type 
il test? 11 The last part of the survey was just such a questionnaire. A copy 
I 
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of the questionnaire is found in ihe Appendix, p. 161. 
I I' 
I The questionnaire was organized to include all the sensory appeals 
I 
which function in imagery. Since the imagery test in the stuQy was organized 
on the basis of indoor and outdoor items, it seemed logical to include those 
I 
1 areas in the inquiry fonn. The topics, besides including the sensory appeals, 
I 
were organized from general statements to those more specific in nature. The 
topics included the visual reactions, the auditory reactions, the tactile \\ 
J reactions, the olfactory reactions, and the kinaesthetic reactions. 
1 The topics in the questionnaire were: l)When you read about people in 
I 
a stor.y, 2)When you read about an outdoor scene in a story, J)When you read 
 · w 
1 about an indoor scene in a story, and the supplementary q~estions about 
the reaction to character portral - what are your reactions? 
The scores assigned the questionnaire were arrived at by giving the 
column marked clearly the value of ~ points, the column marked vaguely the 
value of .! point, and the column marked not at all no credit. 
Under topic 1 - When you read about people in a story - 118 students 
"saw" the characters in a story clearly, 101 students "saw" outdoor scenes 
It 
clearly, and 79 students "saw" indoor scenes clearly. 
I . 
Under the supplementary part of the questionnaire 134 students said 
-~-
' they could taste food, 1S8 ' students said they could smell scents, 90 stu-
1 dents said they had a tact~le response, 40 students said they could visua-
lize descriptions foreign to them, anct 179 students said they could hear 
. I 
sounds • 
The second part of the supplementary questions pertaining to reactions 
about stage and screen portrayals - 182 students stated they were generally 
satisfied, 76 students stated it made no difference to them, and 40 students 
stated they objected to the screen and stage portrayals of characters. 
Table 24. 
N : 298 
Correlation of Imagery Scores and Scores on 
the General Imagery Inquiry 
r = .28 o-r= .o5 
Of the high imagery score obtained on the survey test, the highest 
score ( 286) has a corresponding inquiry score of 33. The low 
imagery score ( 84) has a corresponding inquiry score of 45. The 
I 
next highest imagery score ( 86) has a corresponding inquiry score of 
11. It appears that certain of the tested population possess imagery 
(as indicated on the imagery test) and state they possess it on the 
inquiry form (284 imagery) (42 inquiry). 
It also appears that some people with a high imagery score feel that 
they do not possess imagery (as indicated by the answers to the 
questionnaire) - 280 imagery - 22 questionnaire. 
The seven highest imagery scores show a range of corresponding 
inquiry scores of 21 - 64. One of the highest imagery scores ( 280) 
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has an inquiry score of 22. Another high imagery score ( 271) has 
an inquiry score of 64. It appears that the possession of high 
imagery (as indicated by scores on the imagery test) and a recogni-
tion of its possession (as indicated by the surve.1) is not always 
certain. 
The eight lowest imagery scores show a corresponding range of 
inquiry scores of 11 - .53. The lowest imagery score (84) has a 
corresponding inquiry score of 4.5. The next lowest imagery score 
( 86) has a corresponding inquiry score of 11. 
It also appears that some people with a low imagery score feel that 
they possess imagery - 84 imagery - 45 questiorraire. 
And, lastly, it appears that some people with low imagery scores 
state that they possess no imagery - imagery score 86 - inquiry 
score 11. 
Table 2.5. A Comparison of the General Inquiry Scores of 
.50 Students Highest in Imagery with 
.5o Students Lowest in Imagery 
Group No. Mean S.E.m Diff.m-m S.E. Diff. C.R. 
Highest 5o 49.44 1.193 12.04 2.124 .5.667 Lowest 50 37.4 1.768 
General Inquiry Score Range .5 - 64 (Part II Sect. X of Survey) 
The critical ratio of the differences between the mean score of the 
.5o highest in imagery group and the mean score of the .50 lowest in 
imagery group is .5 .667. There are 99.999 chances out of 100 that 
the true difference is greater than zero; that is, there are 99.999 
chances out of 100 that the mean of the .50 highest in imagery group 
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is greater than the mean of the 50 lowest in imagery group. 
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Summary 
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Chapter V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
In a teachers college in Massachusetts, 298 students were tested to 
discover how much imagery they possess as they read silently. The testing 
program extended over a period of twelve weeks and yielded twelve ~12) 
I scores on each student. The scores showed relationships in the following 
II 
I, 
I 
areas: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
Relationship of imagery and mental ability. 
Relationship of imagery and a total reading score. 
Relationship or imagery and reading comprehension. 
Relationship of imagery and vocabulary. 
Relationship of imagery and speed of reading. 
Relationship or imagery and unaided recall. 
Relationship of imagery and voluntary reading. 
Relationship of imagery and fiction type literature. 
Relationship of imagery and non-fictiontype literature. 
10) Relationship of imagery and scholarship. 
11) Relationship of imagery and general imagery inquiry. 
12) Relationship of imagery and general reactions. 
At the end of the status study the relationships were correlated, and 
the comparisons of the scores in the various relationships were computed. 
An- o-bjective technique for marking the various parts of the survey was used. 
Conclusions 
1) The correlation of imagery scores and mental ability scores was .531 
with o-r = .016. The mean psychological score of the group high in 
imagery was 115.22 ! 15.89. The mean psychological score of the 
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2) The correlation of the imagery scores and the total reading achieve-
ment scores was r = .25 with o-r .o5. 
3) The correlation of imagery scores and reading comprehension scores 
was r c .835 with o-r .o4. 
4) The correlation of imagery scores and vocabulary scores was r ~ .566 
with o-r .o4. 
5) The correlation of imagery scores and speed of reading scores: 
Standard Test Speed r = .763 o-r= .02 
Survey Test Speed r = .66 o-r : .08 
6) The comparison of the reading scores of students high in imagery and 
students low in imagery shows a critical ratio of 5.401 with a mean 
score of high imagery students of 58.80 and a mean score of low 
imagery students of 52.46. 
7) The correlation of the imagery scores and unaided recall scores was 
r = .284 with o-r = .o5. 
8) The correlation of the imagery scores and voluntary reading scores 
was r = .233 with o-r = .02. 
9) The comparison of the voluntary reading scores of the students high 
in imagery and students low in imagery shows a critical ratio of 
4.147 and a mean score of 22.41 of high imagery students and a mean 
score of 17.28 on low imagery students. 
10) The correlation of fiction type literature scores and imagery scores 
was r • .67 with o-r = .064. 
11) The correlation of non-fiction type literature scores and imagery 
scores was r : .81 with o-r = .03. 
12) The correlation of fiction type literature scores and imagery scores 
was r = .81 with o-r = .03. 
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comparison of fiction type scores of high imagery students with 
low imagery st udents shows a cr~tical ratio of 7.848 with a mean 
score of high imagery students of 16.62, and a mean score of low 
imagery students of 15.38. 
14) The comparison of non-fiction type scores of high imagery students 
with low imagery students shows a critical ratio of 2.150 with a 
mean score of high imagery students of 18.18 and a mean score of 
low imager,y students of 14.18. 
15) The correlation of scholarship and imagery scores was r e .771 with 
o-r = .02. 
16) The -comparison of scholarship scores and imagery scores shows a 
critical ratio of .564 with the mean score of 3.34 for high imagery 
students and a mean score of 2.62 for low imagery students. 
17) The correlation of general inquiry scores and imagery scores was 
r = .28 with <rr = .o5. 
18) A comparison of the general inquiry scores and imagery scores shows 
a critical ratioof 5.667 with the mean score of 49.44 for high 
imagery students and a mean score of 37.h for low imagery students. 
--=----
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Chapter VI 
LI1•liTATI01TS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURT!-l::ER RESEARCH 
Limitations of Pe rsonnel 
T:ni stud~· ,-as conducted among col l ege students at a Teachers College 
in Nassachuse t ts . Th ere "'ere available 420 students for study during the 
experiment . At the conclusion of the eJ<..-periment 298 cases v;ere availa-ble 
II for analysis . The drop- outs t:Jere brought about because of the eight neces-
1 sary pe riods of testing , the schedules at tile colleg e, absenteeism, and 
11 ot .er uncontrolled factors . This study attempts to dra1'! no conclusions ex-
1 cept in relation to the college in i'Jhich the studjr vm.s conducted. Ho,1ever , 
!I it does seem that a college -v!ith a s imilar personnel and environment could. 
consider the con clusions of the study as pertinent to the problem of i magery 
II in silent reading. 
I Limitatio;;_J. _ _g_f Enyj._ron!!J~nt 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The college has a heterogeneous population. 
. I . 
The colleg e !:Jopulation re- ~1 
I 
uresents the strat of society callecl 11 lov1er and. midcUe class 11 , t he "common I 
II man" type . It might be -profitable to repeat a s imila r study in a college I 
1t1hich dravJs it s entire po!)ulation from a le s favored , or more favored area. 
1 Limitation of :Nationality II 
Practically every nationality is represented in the college population . 
!! Probably the foreign home background is more evident in the personnel of 
this college than in many other colleges . It t-;ould be well to repeat the 
experiment in colleges with a different socio -economic background. 
The problem of measuring imagery offers considerable difficulty . The 
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technique used for measuring image r;>' is entirely experimental. The only 
experiments available 1hich give credit f or \vords of a descriptive nature 
I' are \'lavle"J/ Clough,?} and Brenna n .J/ 
On the basis of this research , the present study attempted to use an 
objective me t hod that wou ld: 
1) Credit completely new descriptive p hrase;:. and words 
called J.Ortl: by s tated question . 
2) Partially credit \·rords called fo rth by suggested 
question s . 
3) 1 ot credit me re re-oeti t ion of \\fords app earing in 
original statement . 
The conclusions of t he exneriment are offered. for con dd.eration with 
the definite limitations of t his objective evaluative system of scoring 
imagery. 
Pos s ibi l ities for Further Re search 
Prob lems -
1. \'Jhat fur ther objective mea ns can be developed for 
evaluating imagery in silent reading? 
2 . By what means can mental image r y be taught? 
3 . •!:oat methods f or i mproving imagery i n silent reading 
could be _o rganized? 
4 . ilbat contribution to understanding of content does 
iraa ge ry make? 
5 . Does interrogation help develo~ imag ery? If so, how 
and ;.rhen could it be used? 
·y i'favle, op . cit., p . 87 
y Clough, op. cit., p . 91 
J/ Brennan, op . cit . , n . 73 
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6 . What place cloes the develonment of imagery occupy in 
the total reading program? 
I! 
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APPENDIX 
A. COMPLETE SCORES ON THE TESTED POPULAT I ON 
The complete scores on the tested populat~on are included in 
the appendix to show the relat~onshtp between the scores. The correl-
ations given in Chapter ITT, the soatter-d~agrams tncluded in the 
Appeadtx, and the complete scores should, i.t seems to the writer, 
gtve the whole ptcture of the relattoneh1p between Imagery and the 
other factors included in this .stu47. 
TABLE OF COKPLETB SCOR~S 
The abbreviat~ons used at the top of each column have the 
following meanings: 
Pupil-- Initials used to conceal 1dent1ty of the tndiv~duals. 
Psy.---'Psychological scores obta4ned on the Amer1can Council 
on Education Psyoholo«toal Exami.nati on. 
Read.-~ Cooperative English Test, Form Y, Reading Test. 
Voc.--- Cooperattve English Test, Form Y, Vocabulary Part TTT, 
Reading Test. 
Speed-- Number of words read P.r m1nute--establ1shed by t he 
Instrument 1.n the stu4,y. 
Comp.-- Comprehension of. 111ater1.al read ~n the speed test o1' 
the Instrument in the study. 
Recall- Una1ded responses •n the recall sect1.on of the study. 
Vol.--- Voluntar,r read1ng as establ1shed by the study. 
Quest.- Questionna1re on Taager,r- a part of the study. 
Karks-- Scholast1o standing as determ1ned by marks. 
Imagery-Scores obtained on the maJor part of the study. 
Pupil Psy. Read. Voo. Speed Cornp. Recall Vol. · Quest. Marks Tma,o:en 
E.A. 91 53 62 312 19 17 19 49 3 .2 217 
A.C. 101 53 46 I 400 19 19 15 60 3 .7 282 
v.c. 78 49 44 248 14 15 14 33 ! 2.6 1 104 i 
ll4 71 19 I 3 .1 I T.c. 66 345 I 19 16 55 I 203 
M.D. 70 47 ; 46 . 295 18 19 I ' ' 19 41 I 2.2 195 ' 
E.D. 85 56 63 244 19 19 25 
I 57 I 2 .0 221 I 
I 
M.T. 127 57 49 244 19 19 10 i 12 2.2 184 
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11 . / 
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I 
--·---
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
p 1 p upi sy • 
J.C. 91 
B .H. 143 I 
A.H. 118 I 
E.F. I 92 
J.B. 121 I 
A. M. 1 123 I 
~~.LN. 112 I 
jp .o. l I i 115 
! I I 
IH.S. I 117 
M.S. 1 102 
I 
B .S. : 120 
I 
I 
!M.W. ' 114 I , 
iN .M. i 111 
0C B [ 130 . . 
; 
K.L. . 111 
loS • ! 136 
IE .s. 124 
i 
H.A. : 102 
I 
J .B • I 112 
IR.B. I 84 
M.A. I 76 
F.A. 1123 
P.A. l 113 · 
M.B. 1107 
A.B. 108 
P.B. 89 
D.P. 122 
C.B. 99 
J.B. 94 
M.B . 105 
E.B • 131 
R d V ea . 00 • 
45 I 48 
63 I 51 
59 I 49 I 
49 I 46 
60 I 49 
I 
57 I 54 
55 I 52 
62 I 49 
56 I 46 
fj4 I 49 
54 I 54 
~5 I 54 
60 48 
58 
I I I ~7 56 
I I I M 49 I 
I I 
~0 I 48 
I 48 I 41 
l 49 I 46 
I 
I 50 43 
\ 56 41 
54 47 
I 57 I 43 
5~ I ~2 
I 46 43 
50 41 
I 58 57 
I 56 56 
53 49 
59 49 
67 61 
s d c >pee omp. 
:no 18 
385 19 
372 1~ 
I 572 18 
I 315 19 I 
300 19 
I 435 I 18 
I 
i 360 19 
i 370 19 
I 408 20 
I 403 I 18 
I 425 17 
465 20 
24~ 18 
I I ! 365 19 
I 261 I 14 
I I I 2~4 14 
I I i 308 13 
I 
! 330 14 
I 
I 310 15 
I 310 I 14 
i I I 410 15 
I 310 I 14 
I 305 I 15 
I 314 18 
I 247 17 
I 400 16 
I 382 15 
I 287 15 
I 233 . 16 
I ' 382 18 
86 
Reo a 11 1 Vo • t M k Ques • ar. s Tmager 
17 17 33 2.7 l 187 
21 30 52 3.9 I 241 
I 19 24 I 26 z..2 I 183 
19 18 I 46 2.3 I 203 I 
I 20 i 18 I 53 I 3.3 I 207 I 
I 18 I 26 I 44 3.5 I 194 I 
I 21 I 17 I 53 I 3.2 I 129 I 
I 18 22 I 62 l 3.5 I 247 
I I I I I I I 18 27 ~2 I 3.1 240 I 
! I I ! I I 18 12 54 3.2 I 186 
I 17 I 24 I 41 : ::'1.4 I 186 I 
! I I I i 18 I 20 42 I 2.5 174 ! 
19 20 46 2.2 203 
18 20 48 3 7 . 254 
I I 10 I 16 41 3.0 184 
I 17 I 17 I 44 3.8 209 
I I I I I 16 I 13 46 3.5 241 I 
I I I I 17 15 42 3.1 I 253 
I 16 I 15 I 39 2.8 I 183 
I I I 15 I 17 I 32 2. 6 189 
I 10 19 I 45 1.0 84 
I I ! I 17 18 51 4.() 234 ! 
I I I I 16 I 16 37 i 2.8 i 183 I 
I I I I I 17 17 4::'o I 3.1 167 
20 I 30 I 47 I 3.2 246 I 
I I I ! I 18 19 44 2.0 l 194 
I 17 17 I 4() I I 3.0- I 2 13 
18 19 37 2.6 197 
11 15 32 2.7 132 
16 18 46 2.9 157 
20 24 53 3.8 196 
/ 
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PUJ2-1l Psz. Read. Von . Speed . Comp. Recall Vol. Queet. Marks Tmagery 
: : I 
220 1 i r ' I ' I i I J.C. 86 ' 47 49 18 18 10 ' 50 2,3 197 I 
IL.C. I l I 46 I I I I l 82 I 45 430 I 16 18 10 4~ 2.7 103 
! : ! I 
51 I I I l IR ,C. I 96 46 I 312 I 20 22 7 ' 42 ?..6 204 I I ! 
A.D. 109 52 54 400 I 16 
' 
19 25 46 ::'>.4 247 
' 
: I I I ! I I 
' I 
.K.F. I 105 55 49 I 248 17 ! 19 17 44 ! 3.2 201 I 
I 
1 133 
I I 
I ' I I ! I i IJ .G. I 40 58 34~ 16 i 18 13 45 3,8 193 
I I ! ! I I I IA.H. 120 57 . 52 29~ I 18 
' 
18 19 34 ! 3.5 I 197 .. ' 
I I 
I I 
.B.H. 107 49 43 244 I 20 19 25 46 I 2.3 204 ; 
I I I ' ,M.J • llO i 47 56 325 ' 1~ 15 22 38 3.0 182 I ' 
b .K. I i ' I I I l 110 I 59 48 222 ! 14 16 22 ~0 I 2.'7 204 
I 
' : : 
!H. M. 111 I 54 56 
' 
530 ' 13 ' 1'7 20 46 ~.1 163 ! 
I I ! l ' I I I i M.N. 109 
' 
61 I 52 352 I 14 16 26 40 3.0 I 240 
i ' I ! M,O. 109 I 49 43 I 312 i 14 1'7 I 22 44 3.4 I 1'76 i 
I ; I I ' I H.R. 102 57 49 400 I 19 10 14 32 ' 2.'7 142 
I l I I I I R . S. 107 58 43 258 I 18 18 12 41 21.~ 1~0 ; 
I I 
! I ' J .• s. 85 53 I 42 I 295 20 19 12 2'7 2.0 110 ' 
' 
' i ' 
I I : I 1 I ' ' I l R.T. I 108 52 : 45 I 32~ 17 18 11 40 3,3 I 182 ' 
' I I I I 
' I I L. VI. 1 84 45 I 42 I 220 15 16 I 16 35 2.0 170 i 
M.L. I 90 47 I 48 I 300 I 14 ' 16 29 58 I 21.4 206 i I i I : I 
I i ! I ! I f D.M. I 110 53 I 46 I 345 18 19 16 3~ : 21.2 I 240 I 
I i I I I H .1! . i 82 49 
' 
45 290 14 17 22 38 2.0 I 139 
I : I I I ' I I M. M. i 112 59 i 60 300 18 I 21 10 23 3,3 I 193 
I 
: I ! ! M.M. I ll3 57 49 335 I 16 
' 
17 17 33 2,8 I 170 
L.R. ! 102 62 i 55 32~ 16 I 16 
i 
20 32 . 2.7 I 185 I 
' I ! : L.R. 129 59 53 420 I 16 18 27 33 ' 3.8 238 
' I I l ' ! 114 63 47 284 17 1'7 12 I 35 2. 7 I 169 M.S. I I ' 
i I 1-E .s. I 124 58 52 435 14 16 19 35 I 3,8 240 
. ! I I i : H . S. ' 124 57 I 55 354 19 18 18 48 I 3 .9 203 
,M.S. I 96 57 I 57 287 18 15 20 I 56 2,0 203 
I I IL.S. 98 54 45 400 17 20 19 
' 
35 2.1 127 
/M. S. 127 54 48 250 22 20 20 60 3,6 197 
/ 
I 
\ 
88 
Pup~_ 1 Psy, Read. Voo. Sneed COMllo Reoa-11 Vol. Quest. Marks Tmage17 
I I I ! l ! L.T. 129 73 70 430 18 ! 17 20 50 4,o I 240 I 
J .T. 134 67 49 466 17 20 31 I 42 I 3,8 I 284 I 
P.T. 104 54 45 400 13 I I 18 20 I 30 I 2,9 I 182 
M.V. 119 50 49 510 · 18 18 I 24 I 29 I 3,0 I 2?!4 
L.B. 109 I 50 43 400 I 13 ! I 16 19 45 I 2,3 I 258 I 
I I I G.B. 109 66 58 320 16 I 17 19 50 3,3 120 
A.B. . 104 47 46 I 324 12 11 18 19 3,0 127 .. 
J.B • 109 54 47 300 I 19 9 19 43 2,9 I 132 
R.B. 133 65 60 650 18 I 21 I 20 63 3,7 I 150 
M.B , 104 I 56 48 430 18 18 I 20 44 2,7 I 152 
R.C. 111 53 49 493 22 20 28 54 3.1 164 I 
E.C. 126 50 I 54 I 410 18 15 20 44 3,9 178 
W .D·. 90 I 67 52 390 20 19 I 28 56 2,5 I 163 I 
ll.D. 122 56 46 I 435 15 11 26 ~2 3,6 I 170 ! I 
J.E. 93 I 51 48 437 15 I 18 I 19 53 2.6 I 120 
I I ' I S.G, 88 47 46 310 18 11 20 23 2,0 127 
I I I I 
; 
320 18 
I 
J,G, 96 50 48 10 18 46 2.4 123 ~ 
I I I I I M.H. 129 49 55 405 16 19 20 44 3 5 178 : 
R.L. 97 70 58 420 18 15 20 56 2.2 198 
J .L. 1122 55 ! 55 500 18 21 20 41 3,6 234 I I 
I I J.:M. 94 57 36 480 18 19 27 54 2.3 120 
I ID.M. I I 108 52 47 364 19 I 17 28 53 3,7 182 I 
I J .A. 116 57 43 283 20 I 22 ! 15 42 
' 
3,2 246 
I 144 66 I 59 I 555 16 I 19 21 34 4.2 204 IJ.B. I I I I I J.F, 80 50 36 341 17 I 19 25 45 :n..o 175 
I I IG.G. 145 59 47 510 16 18 13 29 4.2 110 
' I I I I 18 18 I E.H. 135 56 43 278 37 55 4.1 247 I 
! I -f7 I N.L. 143 69 59 365 20 ' 19 52 4,0 203 
I 
I W.L. 112 45 55 354 17 I. 20 21 40 ?>.2 203 
P.M. 132 65 51 555 20 22 24 41 4.1 I 203 
G.l!. 1.15 55 52 284 17 17 12 35 3.2 169 
89 
1 I Pup! Psy, Read. Voc. Speed Comp, Recall Vol. Quest, Marks TDia,SO:erJ 
I C.M. 97 55 52 390 17 17 18 47 2.1 193 
I 
P.M. 98 59 50 360 16 18 19 54 2.2 221 
J .M. 98 52 39 269 17 18 9 53 · 2.1 193 
J.M. 109 58 50 315 17 15 10 43 2,8 275 
A.M. 91 47 52 5'12 16 1'1 25 46 2.3 248 
L.W. 139 61 54 385 18 18 17 44 3.6 . 202 
~ .w. 104 51 49 310 18 18 13 45 2.7 217 . 
A.T. 109 70 46 284 19 16 19 34 3.0 2~_1 __ 
IH.w. 126 59 54 530 18 17 22 44 3.7 241 
IM.W. 122 58 51 438 16 17 21 45 3,2 209 
IM.M. 118 57 66 -~96 12 16 20 30 3 1 2M 
·-
J.M. 144 62 52 590 17 17 20 50 3,8 263 
~l.M. 127 eg 50 300 17 12 '1 23 3,4 207 
A ,1!, 107 63 52 . 346 13 17 12 27 2.7 240 
iJl,N. 111 158 43 438 16 18 20 40 2.6 203 
A.P. 1(11 57 57 340 18 18 13 45 2 4 18.6 
E .B • 106 64 54 492 17 18 17 39 2.3 182 
II.B. 110 63 39 M2 19 18 29 58 2.6 204 
\ ~.B. 104 46 45 392 12 12 16 35 2.3 163 N.B. 112 159 54 55ri 18 11 20 40 ~ "' 24n D.C. 86 53 39 541 19 20 4 57 2.1 176 
~.c. 101 59 50 396 17 11 7 30 2.5 142 
\.c. 94 150 52 342 17 18 12 27 2.2 130 
~ . 715 48 39 392 17 12 18 41 2,0 110 
' 112 60 50 444 16 17 21 45 3 1 182 .. 
I 104 55 52 555 17 17 14 32 2.3 106 
116 50 47 419 18 19 21 33 2.7 170 
123 54 56 530 18 17 22 44 3.4 240 
\ 133 65 (8 370 18 17 17 22 3,7 280 
\ 90 56 47 400 17 19 22 32 2,0 254 
~ ,20 52 47 460 16 18 26 40 3,3 197 
90 
Pup1 1 Psy, Read. Voo. Speed Comp, Recall Vol. Quest. Marks Tmagery 
R.G. 111 59 49 440 18 10 19 . 44 ~.2 I 186 
I 
B.G, 97 52 46 444 18 15 20 44 2~2 176 i 
C .H. 103 54 52 274 22 18 20 I 64 3,2 271 ! 
M.H. 134 57 66 472 19 20 28 54 3,2 270 I 
P.X. 134 74 68 400 18 18 20 44 3,1 194 i 
C. K. 101 63 50 466 18 21 20 64 3.4 284 I 
R.L. 105 60 60 245 16 18 20 I 44 2,8 190 I 
E. M. 111 54 48 390 19 9 19 41 2.6 163 
N.P. 138 67 53 410 12 l 11 18 5 3,0 178 
' i R.P. 91 50 60 493 16 ! 1'1 19 50 ~.1 164 
P .R. 97 53 56 430 13 ! 16 19 45 2.2 1 52 I 
J.S. 110 59 40 650 18 I 19 24 29 ~.1 150 i 
D.S. 115 63 46 300 13 I 18 ?-0 30 3,2 132 
G.P. 89 47 48 320 17 20 :n 32 2,4 127 I 
~.T. 96 57 46 617 18 17 20 60 2.3 120 I 
c.w. 135 63 48 400 20 22 22 60 3.8 I 258 
tD.s. 126 '10 I 53 510 1'1 19 23 35 I 3,6 234 
J,W. 106 58 56 400 18 15 20 56 I 3,4 182 
~.G. 109 54 57 310 13 16 19 42 3 . 2 175 c .....;;._ 
LO. 95 I 48 54 330 1'1 17 12 ~5 2 ,1 221 
! 
s.s. 102 48 49 208 19 18 18 46 2 ,9 257 
' 
R.A. 94 46 I 46 254 16 18 27 ~3 2, :>i 286 I 
[N.F. 122 65 54 261 17 16 17 46 ~.1 169 ! 
i 
N.H. 108 50 ' 51 365 16 17 18 5:>i ~. 3 223 
G.li. 127 62 I 52 249 17 18 20 50 3.5 270 i 
M.X. 73 48 50 212 16 16 19 M 2.0 238 
i I 1{.K. 86 53 I 52 250 14 10 19 45 2.1 269 i 
I I J.K. 121 61 I 43 465 15 17 18 51 3,0 219 
' J.L. 98 54 I 54 425 13 17 16 48 2.1 221 
N.L. 118 55 39 403 14 16 16 37 3.1 203 
IA.M. 103 65 50 408 I 15 17 17 43 3.0 195 l 
/ 
I 
)I 
I 
P~il Pay. Rsad. Voc. Spesd Comp 
D • .to· • 86 51 45 212 9 
J.L. 100 46 44 278 19 
E.H. 119 59 51 300 20 
N.J. 131 67 62 420 20 
I .M. 86 50 45 482 18 
IN.P. 107 59 48 i 33& 18 
!K.s. 103 _.Q8 59 370 19 
c.s. 106 55 57 I 520 20 ., 
E.V. 141 ! 66 57 404 17 I 
' I A.W. 105 60 57 ' 246 18 
M_.w. 140 61 56 I 396 19 
A.W. 105 60 43 246 18 
i 
A.B. 89 54 . 46 342 19 
J .B. 128 60 70 383 15 
P.C. 138 . 62 59 3&2 19 I 
w.c. 102 53 55 300 20 ·r 
E_.D. 109 54 58 I 2&8 18 
E.K. 97 &8 46 335 18 
S.H. 131 63 59 600 19 
J.Jl. 153 69 62 530 20 
T.S. 95 49 46 ' 352 i 11 
~.s. 87 52 43 !II ' 11 
I : 
IR.B. 105 49 42 828 11 
: 
G.B. 88 47 46 340 us 
J .B. 113 52 41 383 17 
!A.B. 90 52 46 352 20 
J.B. 84 55 53 300 20 
IP.B. 91 40 51 258 18 
~.c. 103 57 55 335 19 
A.C. 90 49 48 246 16 
Recall Vol. Quest 
14 15 40 
19 . 20 50 
22 16 38 
21 24 47 
19 16 53 
20 28 49 
19 18 26 
19 18 80 
19 23 
'" 
17 81 64 
19 : 2'7 &6 
1'7 I 31 64 
18 I 1'7 86 
' 
I 
lf 
" 
I 49 
; 
11 14 48 
11 12 &9 
I 
lf : 13 50 
11 I I 9 52 
20 
I 
15 I I 60 
20 22 I 50 
! 16 18 53 
' I 
i 18 19 53 
' 
16 20 32 
16 19 . 42 
1'7 12 35 
22 24 41 
19 19 47 
18 25 45 
18 18 47 
18 19 54 
?l!lrks 
2.5 
2.9 
2.9 
3.8 
3.4 
3.6 
3.5 
2.9 
21.9 
3.4 
4.1 i 
"·' 
2.0 
4.0 
3.'7 I 
4.1 i 
I 
8.4 I 
!.0 
3.6 
4.0 
2.4 
3.0 i 
l 2.7 ' 
2.0 
1 
. ~.4 I 
2.3 
2.0 
2.2 
2.6 
2.1 
!111&«81":) 
193 
198 
2'7& 
203 
248 
237 
133 
" 
120 
202 
269 
2'78 
269 
288 i 
! 18! I 
1'71 ! 
2'70 
228 
169 
286 
2'78 
257 
221 
17& 
182 
165 
I 
187 i i 
I 
1:.'12 
126 
98 
211 
/ 
/ 
91 
92 
Pu 1 1111. Pay. d v Rea • oo. Speed COIIPo Recall 1 Vo • t Jla k Quea • r a T.lll&p_r;y 
I I l I J.C. 130 66 i 61 3'16 1'1 19 21 46 ~.6 194 
J.c. 98 ~~ I 43 29~ 18 17 18 43 2.4 163 
E .C~ 8'1 I 44 : 45 233 14 12 16 31 2.3 147 ! 
I i I L.C. 12~ 66 I 60 394 14 14 17 49 3.4 202 I 
' I I 'B .c. 139 6~ 71 406 18 18 17 tl3 4.~ 2t!l 
A.C. 118 I 56 I 43 I 306 17 16 18 44 3.2 187 
I I P.D. 116 I 53 46 326 18 17 18 61 3.4 194 -
V.D. 116 I 55 I ~1 300 17 16 I 18 48 3.1 183 I 
Jl.E. 116 52 47 42'1 18 20 26 eo 3.6 19'1 
I 
J.F. 76 I 47 47 260 lf 10 18 II 2.1 101 
P.F. 133 I 69 ~9 488 lf 1' 19 eo 8.4 180 
T.F. 93 M 47 3U 16 18 18 
"' 
1.8 168 
A.F. 97 68 47 306 1'1 18 18 44 1.1 Ul 
F. ? . 103 I 53 47 327 16 1t 18 ., 8.1 1P! 
L.F. 81 ~2 40 234 16 u 19 N 1.0 1M 
A.G. '101 58 50 3'12 1'1 11 10 60 8_.1 194 
. E.G. 106 I 6~ 48 324 16 lt 18 63 1.1· 18t 
V.G. 91 4'1 68 820 1'1 11 1'1 46 1.1 _161 
R • A.. 92 51 t!O 430 14 .19 . 19 47 1.0 !oo 
G.A. 127 69 60 430 14 16 19 36 3.8 240 
R.~. 98 tl3 48 380 11 18 18 48 . - . ,2_._6_ 180 
- -------I 
.v.A. 118 tl9 68 444 u 14 1'1 62 3.'1 220 
A.B. UK 46 46 140 u 8 16 19 3.1 172 
W.H. 105 55 66 890 11 18 20 26 3.0 183 
L.H. 109 56 61 400 16 11 20 44 3.1 162 
H.H • 97 58 47 426 us 18 19 tl3 3.1 248 
E;.'B. 127 58 t!O 3f.O 20 11 20 23 3.7 214 
R.D. 12~ 58 62 3t!O 16 11 18 32 3.3 208 
S.F. 97 63 57 450 19 21 20 64 4.1 196 
H.G. 96 45 43 350 20 19 28 56 3.1 184 
·J .G. 124 59 58 . 640 18 18 10 3'1 3.2 260 
/ 
./ 
, 
'-
I 93 
I .· 
-
Pupil Psy. Re a d. Voc. Speed COliiP. Recall Vol. Quest. Mar'k:s T!llap;ery 
: 43 [ I I ~ 
I 
2. o I 1 I C .T. 100 48 614 13 I 16 19 42 I 124 
I I I I I ' 198 I E .c·. llO 46 45 ! 278 19 19 20 50 ' 2.6 : 
I I ! I i I I L.D. 109 59 56 300 I 20 22 I 24 I 38 2.7 275 
I I 222 l I I I I ·, I F.F. 131 52 55 19 18 19 I 53 3.3 221 : 
I i I ! I i N.G. 145 63 70 i 352 19 21 24 ' 59 I 4.0 270 I 
I I I ! i I I . I i I ls.H. 124 60 56 I 383 Hi I 17 29 I 49 3.5 I 183 
I : I I I iJ .H. I ! ' ll3 49 47 I 325 16 16 20 ' 3 2 I 2.7 175 ! 
; I I I I I :w .K. ! ! i 96 52 52 I 222 19 18 19 43 2.0 221 
I I ' I I I ! : ;n .L. 121 54 55 365 I 18 19 18 47 3 .4 I 202 
! i I ' I I I : ;R .L. 130 60 64 I 420 19 20 19 53 ! :>..8 : 197 I 
I I I ' ! I I·J .M. 120 45 53 i 386 18 18 17 i 56 : :>. .4 168 
! 127 I I I i I :M.M. 48 52 I 350 18 17 19 34 :;.; 7 18 6 
I I I I I I I ; I I :A. P. 122 47 52 ! 310 17 I 17 18 I :>i 5 ~. 3 ! 185 
I I I I I ' ! 
I I ! J.R. 105 46 52 i 280 16 I 16 30 48 3 .4 
' 
163 
I I I I i : I M.S. 136 58 54 525 ' 20 I 22 I 27 ' 54 I 3. 8 ; 248 I 
I I I i i i I I I 
.A.S. I 132 56 56 475 20 I 20 24 52 I 3.?> 2/'i O ! : 
' I I I ! ! I I I D.S. i 90 ! 44 53 I 230 11 16 ; 14 41 2 .6 I llO 
I I I I I I I i I I 
1 
J.S. I 134 I 54 52 I 476 17 18 24 53 3 .7 ! 244 I 
i 111 I I I I I ! I 1 c.s. 47 52 352 17 17 I 20 30 I 2.8 178 I 
I I I I I I I I l 
I 
! 
IE .:B • 90 44 54 I 280 13 14 15 15 I 1.6 101 ' I 
1 106 I I I 
I ! I 
!E .:B • 45 51 330 ' 14 15 I 16 ! ?i8 2.0 149 I I
I 
I I I I I : ' I jM.:B • 97 52 48 346 I 16 18 21 ! 44 i 1.6 182 ! I 
I I I 
I I I I ! I I I IJ .C. 87 45 45 438 16 16 15 I 4 7 I ?.0 208 I 
I I I I I I l ! i I I i : !L.C. 70 I 51 42 340 I 20 20 ' 2() I 58 i 1.3 I 254 
I 
' 
I - ! --- - - - - -, 
:p .c. 93 45 341 19 20 25 50 2 . 5 24 6 
IA.F. 82 48 392 I 16 18 17 56 3.1 181 
: v • ]! ' . 135 52 619 19 19 I 26 53 3 8 
IP.I''. 111 55 45 365 19 19 19 34 3.7 
A.F. 117 62 49 370 19 18 20 46 3.3 201 
A.G. 105 64 4 8 530 2 0 19 14 47 3.2 23 7 
J. K. 121 52 45 I 284 18 17 27 45 ?>. 4 163 
/ 
"" 
,---
/ 
94 ' 
., 
·-~ . 
Pupil Pay. Read. Voo. Speed Com_E_. Reoa11 Vol. Que a t 'k Mar 8 Tmagery 
I I 
13_9_ I J .:u:. 87 55 ~8 462 17 20 17 46 2 1 : 
I 
E.M. 128 57 54 483 16 18 18 27 3 3 ; 193 
! 
E,M, l 83 53 39 400 16 18 10 23 2 o ; 146 
B.ll. 104 I 58 47 490 16 18 22 60 3.1 ' 204 
--
I I 
L.B. 96 i 57 44 420 16 18 -- ~g__ 38 2.0 I 198 
-
- -- +---- ··-·--· 
85 ! I ll.O. 49 35 44~ 17 19 2!5 46 2.1 ! 132 
I 
J.O. 122 61 60 420 19 17 19 34 3.9 ! 247 
. -
I 
E.o. 95 54 4!5 372 18 18 13 u 2.l j 201 
- · - r-- - - --. 
3.2 I B ,R • 119 59 56 410 18 19 32 44 247 
I - --r--· ·-· I I ' B.s. 85 47 43 462 16 18 3& 46 2.1 I 98 
·-· ~t--~9. . Y.s. 35 472 17 13 l!S - - - -~2 .. - -~ ._Q ~ __ _ l2Lt--- ··-·---· --- +---- --- -- -. ····- --- -
E.V. 101 1 57 48 390 17 1!5 10 43 3.3 : 132 
G.W. 87 40 39 348 17 18 9 ~3 2.1 l 187 
·-
M.W. 93 I 55 45 492 16 18 19 ~4 2.6 i 165 
R,A, 116 52 50 402 17 17 18 47 2.3 J 182 
-
M.M. 138 57 54 410 18 15 20 56 :_11,3 270 
I 
' 
R.M. 86 50 49 320 17 19 23 3!5 __ _ __ 2,_Q I 176 
.. .. . 
. --· - - ---- - · -- --- - - I 6.P. 101 53 46 400 18 1~ 19 47 2.7 
_j 271 
.. l M.P. 137 60 54 520 20 22 22 56 3.9 267 
P.R. 104 59 51 420 14 19 19 47 2.2 I 178 
J.S. 122 68 66 490 14 18 19 :_11!5 3 0 J__M_ 
J.s. 117 63 52 300 11 14 17 60 3.2 132 
--
-
R ,T. 116 51 52 309 17 16 18 27 2.9 258 
M.T, 106 69 50 3~0 18 20 22 44 2.'7 I 184 
c.v. 72 53 43 280 17 19 20 32 2.0 196 
D.w. 137 59 57 504 12 11 18 56 3 ,8 183 
J,W, 94 46 54 420 18 17 20 40 2.0 164 
T ,W • 151 61 50 620 19 22 27 61 3.7 274 
.. --- -
-
~~·-- 70 44 . 47 352 19 18 18 46 2.0 221 ---- 1----- - r--
-
s.c. 106 54 47 395 16 18 
-3-3 11 2_._0 86 
L.H. 107 52 49 340 18 16 19 41 2.2 221 
.. 
I 
I 
l 
Pupil Psy. Read. Voc. Speed Comp. Reoa 1 1 Vo 1 . Ques t M k . ar 8 Imagery 
M.S. 122 56 48 250 18 I 16 32 41 3 • 7 -- 1 ---~-2_!_ 
J •. A. 116 57 49 283 20 15 22 42 I 2.7 i 246 
J.B. 144 54 56 435 18 19 30 43 3.7 \ 246 
---
- · ------ f--· I 
I 48 43 432 17 10 29 J.L. 87 40 ~--ll.L, ····!---·--·- - -- - ------------
A.B. 113 _ _i!i_i--48 ___ 169 __ 16 12 __ ___?_4 _ .. d ~~-- -~~ 97 ! 
I I I I I 
C .D. _~-~3~-- - - ~~-- -+--:1-_4 ___ f- -~~~--- _!7 ______ ~----r--~3 -----~~---~-:.'1.3 I 92 
-
87 I D. 0. --W:.!E-.t~-~-- -- ~---~-m ___!_?~--- ---.!2 13 9 11 ---~-- ~. 2 ! 
\!.~:j ~~: r~: -t- :: ; +~~-- :!-= -~:- ~Q__~ ,~~~t-:-
iL.B. _1112 _ _ 45 i-·~ -- _278 _ __ !"_ _ ..!2__ _ ~~--~ 8 3.4 ! 1'14 
I . 
IH.L. __ 1~-~ ---- · .. ~'!.. ___ --~?- -~~o- . !~ : _______ 1~ ---- L33 9 --- 1--· 3.~ 12., 
iJ .K. ___  115 
-:: L_:; -!: .. -~:-- --~; +:: --·!!::.:: ·-::: 18'1 IK.T. 101 170 
/ 
/ 
95 
-'==~-======================================~====~===== I 
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I 
SAMPLE SCORE SHEET FOR SURVEY 
1( 
97 I 
I ~~~-~~--==--=-==============================~--==~~============~======== 
Dir ot1on tor or i n 1t e in th 1M r,y 
eurv 
• F 
2 . 
r 
to 
, 3 • Gi.V 
th 
4 . 
5 . 
or 10r 
• 
r nth 
t~ on , 'tv 
·h h ppe r in 
I 
I 
~ ~--+-~--~~--~--~~~~--~~--~--~~~~~ 
I 
11 1--.::--+--i--~m--~-~~:.--~---r;;.--+-::::-::.-.:~ 
I 
" 1---ft----+~-"""'i:---;.---~-~-'"i:--~:------:-~~-+ 
I 
98 
\I 
,I 
I 
+=-=--====~~-~--====~~~= 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
B-1. SAMPLES OF SCORED SHEETS 
Samples of scored sheets of same 
Item showing range of scores indicating 
meager to full imagery. 
=#=======-==-===============~-===================================~======== 
I 
I 
~ 
ITEM I 
~os~on Unjr~r~ity 
School o! Emae~~~o~ 
Li br.ary ,----
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM I 
1. Describe the picture exactly as ynu saw it. 
J --J ~ 
2. Was ynur picture clear, nr~tinc~ 
3., How was Helen dressed? How old YJas 
tinguis~~ng characteris,tics? 
~ 4J_ L-t--'-()...<L /._)... if44-·' j 
she? 
., / / v 
Did she 
4~ In what kind nf rnom was Helen sitting? Describe 
-'"-:-// ;J 
·_, -~ - .. {/::-
it. 
¥fus ynur nriginal picture changed by the questions? If so, tell how. 
1 
102 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM I 
1. Describe the ~ icture exactly as y~u saw it. 
.. . /f:l- .. ~ / . _ ..... '( 
"' 
I (' .. ~ 
" 
2. Was ynur picture clear, nr ind istinct? 
3. Hnw was He len dressed? How old 1'/a S she? Did she possess any dis-
tinguishing cha racteristics? 
I 
/ 
• I ·. ,. 
4~ In what kind nf rnnm was Helen sitting? Describe it. 
-- f'C c._ . :c.. ,~ ~ 
t.C .t .... ·: ,(· ~ A' ' . ,. 
5o Was ynur orig inal picture changed by the quest inns? If sfl 1 _ tell how. 
-1 
I 
103 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM I 
2. Wli s y('lur picture clear, or indistinct? ~ 
3. How was Helen dressed? How old was sh ? t ~ngu· h" ha e. Did she possess any d~s-• ~s ~ng c racteristics? • &2vva--~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ ·~· r~· .· ~~::::it~~~-~ 
5. 'Has y('lur original picture chan~ed by the q~estinns? If so t 11 h ~ ~~ •• . . ow. ~ .;/_~ ~J ...€.-<... ~~·~~~j~ ~  - t1 
104 
') 
·1 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM I 
1. Describe the picture exactly as y~u saw it. 
{-Q ( ': r ~~ /, 
_,; ' , . '{ / t' 
rl. f ' I ,., ' 
" I I" t (' IV (.. .. ,( J' ·,· I t'( I I , t I 
" ~ 
____....rf"- . ' L- / (".(. 
~ l • . ' 
_A_ (I . ... , <- / /j . /' • I 
'1 ~ 
I 
(. { (t t /It· \J , . /u <..-t:'"'<. t' 
~ L i ) ct e ,'-"". t {': f( ~ t 
t • t f" f I .. ~ r 
fl. • t ' I( ·' I ' I' (' ' 
2. Wfi:s yr-ur picture clear, nr ind is't inct ? ~- tt t"l. y 
3o How was Helen dressed? How old \'18. s she? Did she possess 
tinguishing characteristics? 
~-'- r "' ( Ill /L l ~ ( ., (' 
/ I • ,4. (,' 
I .t ( . .. (' 
- I 
I 
(. (, 
'-" 
t 
_/-<- ol 'i''t_, 
- tJ--v-e....-r j( t{ r , • '- ,c -l I I I (. 4 t. "- t f. (' j_ / y • J 
4._ i n what k 'ind Clf rnnm was Helen sitting? Describe it. 
•I 
c I 
how. 
104-A 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM I 
I ,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
10~ 
=-'---"=- --- - ---------
ITEM V 
-----~========= 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM V 
1, Describe the picture y~u saw as you read the paragraph. 
2, \1hat snrt of room vras the dining-r~'~nm? 
How many chairs in the room? 
Yl'ha t col0r were the walls nf the room? 
H0w many windows in the rnnm? 
Were there any hang ings at the windows? 
'\!That did the windnws ll"ok nut on? 
We re there any pictures on the walls? , 
vYhat were the subjects of the pictures? , 
·was there a rug nn the flnnr? _.-.. 
Vfhat were the cnlnrs in the rug? 
Yl'hat was the design in the rug? 
Were there any nthe r decorati ... ns in the rnnm? 
3. V·T' ,at sort of a person was the man in the paragraph? 
Was he tall nr short? 
Did he have any outstanding c aracterist · cs? 
Hnw was he dressed? . • .. 
What was the .tnnal quality of his vnice? 
What was your emotional reaction tn the man? 
; 
4. Did the questions change your original picture? If sn, tell how. 
107 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM V 
J'./ 
1. Describe the picture y~u saw as you read the paragraph. 
2. What s"rt of ronm was the dining-rnnm? 
How rnBny chairs in the r nom? 
"Vfhat col<"r were the walls nf the room? 
How many windows in the room? 
Vfere there any hangings at the windows? 
What did the windnws ll"ok nut on? 
Were there any pictures on the v·ralls? ~ 
What were the subjects of the pictures?  
Was there a rug on the floor? AA~ ~ J v/. , 
lJiThat were the colors in the rug? ~--~. ( ~/. 
Yfuat was the design in the rug?~ ~---lJ...;_,_;;z,~/:~'CiC~o.oC.•-
Vfe re t~h~n: tZ ~-~~-
3. Yfuat sort of a person was paragraph? ~ A~<~"il.A~'LL·~ 
4. Did the questi~"ns change your If sn, tell how. 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM V 
;t 
J ~ 
1. Describe the/ picture Y'"'U 
I 
saw as y~u rea d the paragraph. 
I ~-{/' ") L (,.' 
,~ ,.L , 
I . 
{ .z t 
I l 
.... 
I ,; 
~ /'LJ.. _{, ~--: 
L I 
I 
, 
2. Yfhat s,.,rt nf ronm was the dining-r...,nm? 
How many chairs in the room? 
What colc-r were the walls of· the room? 
How many windows in the room? .;)_ 
r.t 
Were there any hang ings at the windows? 
What did the windnws ll"nk nut on? 
//· /" d. -JU!- ~ 
( 
.Were the re any pictures on the vvalls? . '+. 
What were the subjects nf the pictures? ~ 
Was there a rug on the flonr? 
Vthat were the colors in the rug? 
\ifuat was the design in the rug? 
Were there any othe r decnrati"ns in the rnl"m? 
/ 
i./ . 
3e Vfuat sort of a person was the man in the paragraph? 
Was he tall nr s hnrt? . · ' ~ · ~ ~ • " 
Did he have any outstanding characteristics? 
H'nw was he dressed? · ~ . " ·"' . 
['That was the tnn a l quality of'' his vn ice? 
Y'lhat was your emntional reactinn to the man? 
''( 
' 
4. Did the questions change your original picture? If sn, tell hnw • 
. . 
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QUESTIONS FOR ITEM V ' 1 
, Describe the picture Y"U saw as you read the paragraph • 
. •: 
1 Ylhat SC'rt nf ronm wa s the dining-rnom? 
How many chairs in the room?~ 
What Ct')lnr were the walls nf the rc>nm? F-;,~ 
How many windnws in the rnnm? ~ 17 
\'[ere there any hangings at the windows ? ~ · o?. 
What did the wind<WJs look out on? # ~~ .......,.._, 
Were there any pictures on the. v-ralls? . · F · - ~~---~ 
What were the subjects of the pictures~ . ~~ 
Was there a rug on the floor? 11~ · (,1 
What were the colnrs in the rug? 
What was the design in the rug? ~ ~ 
We re the re any nther decnratil"ns i_n th~ rnnm? ~i .A!-- • ""' · ~.d...-
~~-{,~~~~~~~ ~ 
1 V'lhat sort of a person was the man in the paragraph? 
Vfas he tall or shnrt? ~~ _ ~-
Did he have any outstanding characteristics? ~..,... ~ ~~a (f / 7 
Ht"IW was he dressed? '/M-~.~ £ · 
Y>fhat was the tonal qua 1 i ty of hi J vn ice? cf,.Jh,.. ..... , .r '~ z 
V>fhat was your emotional reaction tn the man? ./ .... £-..Lu.t _Uf:_~ _, ~At: .-
.a-,.."'- ~{_ ' . 
, Did the questi~s change your original picture? If so, tell how. 
J;~ _ 
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1\ 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM V 
1. Describe the picture y0u saw as you read the paragraph. 
~i""''NI j w.UJ 
2. 1 . • -:3.t s~"'rt of room was the 
How many chairs in the r('\om? 8' (J ~ 
Yfuat c"l0r were the vJalls nf the rnnm?
1 
.L. . ~ 
H~"W many windows in the rnnm? :::UJ....u- 1 )M.A.A 'U.)J..J'-!- · 
Were there any hangings at the windows? ~ 1 ~ ~ 
What did the windr;ws l~"nk out on? · c~ LU 
Were there any pictures on the walls?~ 
What were the subjects of the pictures? 
Was there a rug on the floor? 
What were the colors in the rug. f> 
Vfuat was the design in the rug? 
Were there any nther decnratif"ns in 
,W 
3o VVhat sort of a person was the man in the paragraph? 
Was he tall ~"r short?~ 1 1 . ~ 
Did he have any nut stand in!?i_ch~r.afteristics? k !YI. ~"- ~.L4;V\lj~--~ 
How was he dressed? ~ 0.... ~ 
Wl.1.at was the tr-nal quality of his VT'ice? 
Vfuat was your emotional reactil"n tn the man?~ 
~ 
4o Did the questi~"ns change your original picture? If so, tell hnw. 
~ .. 
·. 
I 
II 
II 
II 
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SC. TT,.;R - DI AGR S 0 . .:' CO LhTl, SCOR~S 
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~ . _ ohol o to 1 . ·oo 
• 
oho o t o. 1 t t I magery 
scores 
freq. 
70- 7 
-
- 9 
- 10 - 10- 18 - 12 - 1 - 1 ~- 1 o-
1 1 16 
1 1 0-
-
3 6 1 6 ~8 
eao- 1 1 3 3 10 1 t . 
21" - 1 1 3 !! 1 16 
0 ... 3 
' 
18 
-
2 6 6 'I l 1 
170- 1 5 1 G . 
11: 
-
l 6 
" 
l 0• l 1 1 1 
11 5· l 
l 1 5 l 110 - f~ 
9 
-
3 1 
'· 1 
-
6 
I 
U 3 II 
~======================================================~~====== 
II 
I 2. · Imagery scores and Reading Achievement scores. 
Read. 3 14 32 34 56 53 47 23 18 13 5 
scores 
fre • 
298 
Ul~ 
=-
I 
· 3· I gery so ore e and Speed ot 
I 
. ea 1.n corea. 
~I ,. Score on f peed or e . 1.n~ 
I I .~ xo-25o-!9o-~ao-37o-:tlo-4So=49o-eao-" 'o-~ to-~ ~t>-
I 
. '15- 2 z 2 2 1 l 1 12 
1~60- e· ' 1 3 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 13 
46· 2 5 4 e 3 1 1 1 26 
2 1 2 '1 3 4. 26 
4 1 3 I> 2 1 16 
oo- 4 1 8 8 5 2 2 2 1 '1 
'~so- 2 6 10 6 '1 6 2 39 
i 70· 1 2 1 14 11 6 1 5 
es- 2 4 2 6 1 4 l 2~ 
o- 1 1 3 2 I'~ 9 1~25- 2 9 l 3 2 2 1 2 
i 10- 2 l 1 1 3 fj. 1 
195- 2 1 1 1 l l 1 10 
I eo- 1 1 
I 
1 n a 
3 '1 16 17 10 298 1 ot 2 , 'I 5~ 9 50 Re d . I :treg.. 
l 
I 
L ---
~I ---- ---
II 
I 
I 4. Imager.y scores and Unaided Recall soorea. 
li 
:I 
II 
lj 
II 
I 
8-
275-
260-
45-
230-
215-
200-
185-
170-
155-
140-
125- 1 
110-
95-
80-
Une.id. 
reo ·1 1 
fre • 
Scores 
10- 12-
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 2 
2 2 
1 
1 
9 11 
on Unaided Recall test 
14- 16- 18- 20-
1 1 3 2 
1 3 5 2 
1 'I 11 4 
1 9 9 5 
'I 9 
4 8 18 5 
2 13 17 5 
3 19 17 3 
1 16 3 . 2 
·> 
1 4 2 · 
'I 4 2 
1 4 'I 
2 3 4 
1 
18' 101 110 30 
~"==============~======~~==~~== 
22 -
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
'1' 
18 
Imagery 
so ores 
fre q . , 
10 
15 
27 
26 
16 
37 
39 
50 
24 
10 
19 
14 
lO 
1 
298 
I ll! 
-~-=-
.. 0 1 t ~ e n • 
.... core on V 1 t ·17 e d t ry 
score 
:treq. 
2 - 6- 10· 14- 18· 22· 26- 30· 34· 
2'1 5- l 6 l 2 1E 
260- 2 9 3 2 19 
e- 9 ll 6 1 1 2 29 
230· '1 a 6 1 2 
11 21 - 3 10 4 2 
1 2oo- 3 2 a 20 6 1 
1 186- 1 6 5 23 3 1 
1'10- 1 6 9 21 6 4 '1 
i 155- 3 4 l 1 2 
' 
11 140- 5 2 1 
I 
125- 1 '1 2 1 16 
4 3 10 
95- 1 1 4 9 9 
1 1 
1 73 119 9 2 29 
.... . 
~==============~====~-=-~=-==-========-~-~-~==========~====== 
7 
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6. Imagery scores and Quest1onna re Form scores • 
. I 
II 
Scores on Queettonnaire form Imagery 
so ores 
I 
freq . 
5- 10- 15- 20- 25- 30- 35- 40- 45- 50- 55- 60-
I 
II 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 13 I! 275-
1 3 3 3 2 12 ' 260 ... 
I 
I 245- 1 4 4 6 3 3 3 24 
1230- 2 3 5 6 4 9 29 
1215- 1 1 2 5 6 1 1 17 
1 3 2 8 14 3 4 1 36 . 200-I 
185- 1 1 8 2 12 8 9 1 2 44 
170- 1 1 2 8 8 13 11 2 5 51 
1155-I 1 4 5 7 3 2 22 
I 
140- 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 9 
125- 1 1 2 4 2 6 4 1 1 22 
110- 3 1 3 3 1 11 
95- 1 1 1 2 2 7 
80- 1 
Que st. 
form 2 1 2 6 13 37 28 64 65 44 21 15 298 
I :f.rea. 
·I I. 
il 
j __ _ 118 
,- -
7. I ohol st1o score • 
.I 
,, 
L== il ll 
8. I agery ac r s an Vocabul ry scores. 
Scores on Vocabulary Test Imagery 
scores 
:fr oq . 
32- 36- 40- 44 - 48- 52- 56- 60- 64- 68- 72-
II 275- 3 6 I 2 2 1 1 15 
260- 1 1 1 6 3 1 13 
245- 6 6 4 5 2 1 1 1 26 
230- 4 5 9 3 1 1 23 
215- 2 2 5 5 1 2 17 
200- 2 2 4 14 4 5 3 1 35 
185- 2 4 10 9 8 6 4 1 1 45 
II l'lO- 3 5 13 12 7 6 1 47 
I 
155- 3 6 4 7 1 2 1 24 
140- 1 1 1 4 1 1 9 
125- 2 2 7 5 4 1 21 
110- 2 2 2 2 1 2 11 
95- 2 5 1 3 11 
eo- 1 1 
I l oc. scores 2 10 3 1 64 72 61 33 15 4 5 1 298 
, tre • 
II 
I 
,, 
ll 
I 
~ lTORY USEI/ I f SURVEY 
jl 
,, 
I 
II 
--- ---~=-o- ~= -==========-=====r.r===== 
II 
SECTION III 
Directions 
Place a check mark in Column #1, #2 , #3, or #4 to indicate the part 
or parts of magazine r ead . 
Place a check mark in Column #5 , #6 , or # 7 to indicate the wo rd 
wh1~h most nearl y te lls the regularity with which you read the magazines 
listed . 
>., 
rl 
rl 
>., al 
tl.l tl.l rl >:: 
>:: Q) Q) ~ c 
0 rl ~ al •rl 
•rl 0 ::3 rl tl.l h 
+> •rl +> ::3 al Q) 0 +> 0 tl.l bJ) 0 p. 
•rl 1-t •rl '0 Q) 0 Q) 
rr., -::: p.., -::: p::; 0 z 
American Girl 120 
American Maga zine 143 
Better Homes and Gardens 286 
Collier 1 s 267 
Coronet 224 
Cosmnpolitan 165 
Country Gentleman 110 
Esquire 167 
Family C ire le 
_1_8_9_ 
Good Hnusekee~in~ 227 
Holiday 249 
Ladies' Home Journal 246 
Life 289 
Look 247 
McCall's Magazirie 224 
Modern Romances 14]-_ 
National Gen~raphic 24~ 
Parents' Magazine 181 
Popular Mechanics 167 
Reader 1 s Digest 287 
Red book 173 
Saturday Evening Post 265 
Time 296 
Woman's Day 24~2-
Wnmant.s Hnme Companion 201 
231 296 262 161 
List any other magazines which you read regularly. 
Do you read a newspaper? 
_2_ll Regularly J[i_ Occasionally 
Vflmt parts of the newspaper do you read? Use a 1 to show the type you 
like best, a 2 for the second choice, a 3 for your third choice, etc. 
_1.7_ Comics· 
M_ World News 
58 Editorials 
21 Sports 
99 Local News 
-rg- Theater 
Approximately how much time do you spend each day reading the newspaper? 
range 5 mi.nutes-- 60 minutes 
average 20 minutes 
Which kinds of 
your interestG 
second choice, 
books do you like best? Mark the following according to 
Use a 1 to show the type you like best, a 2 for the 
a 3 for your third choicet etc. 
36 Adventure 
--s- Comics 
~Music 
.l.L Science 
12 Art 
14 . Drama 
J:3 Poetry 
~Sports 
.1L Biography 
_l1_ History 
..fL!__ Re 1 ig ion 
J...2.._ Travel 
Approximately how much time do you spend each day reading recreational 
books? range 15 mtnutes--60 mi.nutes 
average 20 mtnutes 
Approximately how many books have you read just for recreation during 
the past six months? 
range 0 books--16 books 
average 4 books 
Name as many nf the books as you can remember ~ 
12 
I 
-r----
1 
I 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
COPY OF SURVf.:Y USED IN STUDY 
Name 
I\. SURVEY OF D.1AGERY ACCOHPANYING SILENT READING 
Course Sex 
---------------------- --------
Directions 
we are interested in discovering how much 
imagery people have as they· read silently. In 
the follovving questionnaires there are no ri;::ht 
or wrong answerso Answer the questions exactly 
as you see the imagery. 
SECTION 
I 
II 
I---,I=ri 
Test Summary 
Part I 
!\.SPECT OF SURVEY RCCJ~lB. 
Speed Reading 
UnaJ.ded Recall 
·~--~--~----------Voluntary Reading Inquiry 
·-"-----
Part II 
SECTIClJ "~.S:?ECT OF SURVEY SCORE 
IV Reading Sel ections 
V General Inquiry 
---------------- ~-=--~-----------
For Experimental Purposes Only 
Adele Mo Driscoll 
State Teachers College 
Sal em, Uassachusett s 
J27 
P ,~RT I 
SECTION I 
Directions 
Follo~d.ng are two selections. \t the end of each selection you will 
fine"' the word Time. :ifhen you finish reading selection ,.._ , look at the 
board and vvri te the last numeral appearing in the column opposite the 
word Time~ Turn the page and answer the questionso '.'Iait for directions 
to besrn-reading selection B. Do the same for selection B as you did for 
A;. 
SELECTION A · 
"I was nine and in the fourth gra.de, having made only normal progress 
after my early burst of scholarship, vmen the family decided to move. The 
time h ad come and the reasons were simple. our part of Cleveland, the 
west side, had gone very much downhill within the past few yearso on the 
next street from ours a huge brewery had been built, and the wa~ons drawn 
by oi g white Percherons went by our door. 
"MY school too had suffered a chan::;e, having amonc its students some 
rather tough specimens of youth. My mother was horrified one day, when 
she c~1e to visit the school, to see in the aisle across f1~m me a lad so 
long and lank that his legs sprawled against the other desks. The last 
straw was when I was brought home one day with a wound on the temple, 
made by a snowball with a stone in it, the innocent victim of a gang 
fightL 
"I did not want to move awayo It was not leaving the school that 
troubled me, but there were many thines in our neighborhood that I loved. 
First of all, there were the parades. There were a good many of these, 
and they all chose as line of march Lorain Street, the main thoroughfare 
on which our own street opened. Craning my neck, if I was lucky enough to 
stan0 at the curb, I would watch Labor Day parades as well as various 
otheYs sta~ed by the German or the Irish population, both of which were 
generously represented on Cleveland•s west side. 
"Once, and only once, was I in one of them myself. The band had 
lured me and I ran to see as well as hear what w.:1s going on. I suddenly 
found myself not only march but holding the fourth corner of a banner with 
"Sixteen to onen on one side and a picture of ·a stout baldish gentleman 
labeled Bryan on the other side. Ylhat it meant I did not know, but I had 
a vague notion that it had somethinz to do with the tailor who had killed 
seven at a blow. This Bryan could lay out sixteen. 
"I paraded only briefly~ Unfortunately I was seen by my uncle, the 
Republican bank president, who was looking disdainfully at the shouting 
cohorts and who almost fainted when he saw his niece swinzing along in the 
midst of thema He recovered himself, and then pulled me out of the parade 
and brought me back to home and the protective tariff. 
11 There were many other r easons why I did not want to move away from 
York street. I had seen the pl."lce in suburban Lakewood where we were go-
ing to live. There were only apple trees and a few houses, and, some 
distance off, Lake Erie with fishing and bathing ; but these things I could 
enjoy all smmner anyway, at my unclets new home on the shore. It was much 
more exciting to be right in Cleveland and to walk dovvn Lorain Street on 
my way to school each morning. 
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11 At the corner was the Singer Sewing Machine sales room, where the 
incumbent also sold canaries, which hung in cages in the windows, and pop-
corn colored very pink. Farther on was a saloon where were always posted 
colored ads of the melodramas at the Cleveland Theatre - "East LYJ,me, n nNo 
Mother to Guide Her," "Nellie the Beautiful Sewing liachine Girl." Wonder-
ful colors in good honest reds and blues and greens. I was not supposed 
ever to stop in front of the saloon, but how could the artist in me help 
lins;ering there? 
"Then there was the grocery store where our families traded. In those 
days the A & P sold only coffee and tea and spices and was merely a depart-
ment of the local grocery store. I loved the shiny red and black japanned 
boxes with their gold tr~~ings. The very aroma of the place had a ma~ic 
of its ovm. One saved the little tickets that came vdth a pound of coffee 
or tea and twice a year there was a grand day when they could be redeemed 
for china. The crowds stood in an orderly line and waited their turn. 
There was a certain choice of china for firstcomers and also, I imagine, 
for best customers. 'I'here was always something fine for me, for my aunt 
was a lavish buyer and the c ledcs knew me well. 
"The poor A & P of today, vast and garish, cheap and bustling. It can-
not conpare with that mysterious, early coffee-and-tea period of its life. 
"The chief reason why I did not want to move away, however, was that 
I would have to leave Jenny Weinberger. She was in my room at school and 
had been my best friend for three years. I loved her so much that the name 
of Jenny is one I am still fond of and I like to meet it in verse or prose. 
She was a gentle little p,irl with big brown eyes :md long dark hair. Her 
motJ1 ·T was dead, and she and a woman who came by the day kept house for her 
fatJ :,;r. He was the ovmer of a music store which was chiefly a repair shop 
for instruments. To cet to their house one went from the street through 
the shop, a pLwe filled with old pianos and carelessly tumbled violins and 
horns, and out into a square little garden. TherE' were a few trees, dusty 
like the instruments, and a little brick walk led to their house in the 
rear. 
"Sometimes Jenny played for me in the shop, tinkling tunes at one of 
the pi-mos; and often her father came in and in an absent-minded way took 
a violin from the top of the piano and began accompanying her. I have 
never been musical, being one of those unfortunates who cannot carry a 
tune, but I loved to listen to them. I always looked to see what was be-
ing played and very often it was a piece from Schum'3.!1!l' s Kinderalbum. 
Father and daughter were both proud when after a while I zot so that I 
coc1ld recognize some of the tunes and narne them without reference to the 
book. 
11 She comes to us often and we will have her know all the music, eh, 
J enny, n said her father, and Jenny agreed. Even vrhen a customer came in, 
our concerts were not interrupted. Usually he ·was an habitue of the shop 
and would join us at the pi3.no or pick up an ins trument and tune in too. 
"MY whole memory of this friendship is one of gentleness, of quiet 
and peace. Sometimes vre had rye bread and butter sandwiches, with cheese 
or spicy sausa;se, in the shop or out under the dusty trees. 'Se sat on a 
little stone seat in the garden, and Jenny's father had a mug of beer and 
she and I had milk out of small thick Glasses, while he told us stories of 
hi.s childhood in a little Qerm'J.n village.n 
Time 
------
... 
l. My family decided to move bec1.use 
2~ The 
not want to move. 
was one of the major reasons the little girl did 
·.-- ---
3o "'Nhy was her participation in the activity brou~ht t o a.'1 abrtlpt close? 
4. The A & P of the time of the story and t he ~. & P of today differ in 
anci 
5o ':Vho was <Tenny of the story? 
6o Where did Jenny ' s t alent r e st? 
7. The fr i endship wi th J enny was distinguished by 
' and ---------------------
8. Jenny's f ather s pent his childhood in 
9 ~ He e:1rned his living by 
10. "'~:Vhat generally happened when a customer came into Jenny's f ather's 
store? 
' 
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SELECTION B 
"On Friday noon, July the hventieth, 1714, the fine st brii::J.ge in all 
Peru broke and precipitated five travellers into the gulf below. This 
brif'' ! was on the highroad b et vreen Lima and Cuzco and hundreds of persons 
pas t-:(;d over it every day. It had been vYoven of osier by the Incas more 
than a century before and visitors to the city were nlw3.ys led out to see 
it. It was a mere l adder of thin slats sung out over the e orge , ·with 
handrails of dried vine. Horses and co i'Lche s :md ch 'lirs had to go down 
hund r eds of f eet b elow and p ass over the n arrow torrent on rafts, but no 
one , not even the Viceroy, not even the !\.rchbishop of Lima , had descend-
e d with the b agg-:tge r ather than cross by the famous bridge of San Luis 
Rey. st. Louis of France himself protected it, by his name and by the 
little mud church on the further side. The bridge seemed to be among the 
things th'lt l ast forever; it was unthinkable that it should bre ak. The 
moment a Peruvian he ·rrd of the accident he signed himself and made a 
mental c alculation as to how r ec ently he had crossed by it and how soon he 
had intende d crossing by it a r;ain. People wandered abo ut in a trance-like 
st ate , mutt ering; they h 'ld the halluc in 1tion of s eeing thern.s e lves falling 
into 1. t:;ulfG 
"Ther e was r-t t; r eat service in the cathedral. The bo dies of the vic-
tims were approximately collected and .:1pproximat ely s eparated from one an-
other, and there was great searching of hearts in the beautiful city of 
Lima. Servant girls r eturned br::tc el ets which t ):} ""Jy h ad stolen from their 
mistresses, a nd. usurers hJ.ranp.;ued their Yfives a li;:;rily, in defense of usury. 
Yet it was r ~l ther stranr3e that t his event should hJ.ve so impresse d the 
Lime ans, for in that country those catastrophes which lr:n;yers shockingly 
call the 'acts of God' were more th ::m usually frequent. Tidal waves were 
continu:llly washing aw."'..y cities; earthquake s arrive d every week and towers 
f ell upon good men :md women all the time. Diseases wer e forever flitting 
in and out of the:; provinces and old -:<ge c arried away some of the most ad-
mirable citizens. That is why it was so surprising thJ.t the Peruvians 
shoul ' -~ h :1ve b 0en especially touched by the r ent in the bridge of San Luis 
Rey. 
"Everyone was very deeply i mpr essed, but only one pe rson did Mything 
9.bout it, 'lnd th,lt was Brother Juniper. By a s erie s of coincidenc e s so 
extraordin.::try th J.t one al most suspe cts the presence of some Intention, 
this littl8 r e d-haired Franciscan from Northern rt .:lly happ ened to be in 
Peru converting the Indi311s and h~ppened to witne s s the a ccidento 
"It was a very hot noon, that f'lt al noon, and c oming around the 
shoulde r of a hill Brother Junipe r stopped to wipe his forehead nnd to 
gaze upon the screen of snovvy peaks in the distct~nce, then into the gorge 
below him filled with the dark plum:1ge of green trees and gr een birds and 
traversed by its l a dder of osier. Joy was in him; things wer 8 not gain~ 
badly . He h ad opened S(:Weral little abandoned churchas and the Indim1s 
wer e crawling in t o e nly Hass :mel gro .ming at the moment of mira.cle a s 
though their hearts would bre ak. Perhaps it was tl1e pure air from the 
snows b efore him; p erh'lps it wc>.s the memory that brushed him for a moment 
of the poem th3.t b ade him r aise his ey e s to the helpful hills~ .'\.t all 
events he f elt at p eace . Then his gl anc e f ell upon the bridge, and at 
that moment a twanginf?: noise fille d the J.ir, a s when the string of some 
musical instnunent snaps in a disused room, and r1e s.:1w the bridge di vid8 
and fling five ge sticulating ants into the valley below. 
"Anyone e lse vmuld have said to himself with secret joy: ' Within ten 
ninutes myself ••••• L' But it was another thought that visited Brother 
J\ ;.niper: ' Why did this hD.ppen to those five?' If there were any plan in 
the universe at aJl, if t h er e were any pa.ttorn in a hum:m life , surely it 
cou~- b e cliscoverGd mysteriously latent in those live s so suddenly cut 
off . Eithc_; r we live by accident and die by accident, or we live by plan 
;md (ie by pl:m. ·\nd on that instant Brothe r Juniper made the r e solve to 
inquire into thG secret live s of those five persons, thD.t moment f alling 
throu~h the J.ir, and to surprise the reason of the ir taking ofL 11 
Time 
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l. Brother Juniper decided to inquire into the s ecret live s of those pe r-
sons b ec 1.use 
2. When the bridge broke , 
t he gulf b ·Jlow. 
trav ellers we re precipitated into 
-----
3. Th8 bridge h nd b een woven of by the 
-----------
4., The n31Tle of the bricige W '.lS 
5. Brothe r Juniper was in Peru to 
--------------~-~-----------------
6. The accident occurred 3.t 
7. The bridge m1.de a noise when it collapsed. 
--------------
8. ·\ t the accident Brothe r Juni?er r e solved to 
9. The bridge wa s loc a.t e c~ between and 
------------- ---------------
10. The ::tcciclent occurred on 
• 
0 
• 
• 
SECTION II 
Directions 
Following J.re two s el ections. Rend each s el ection until you are sure 
of the content. 'Nhen you a r e r eady, turn to the bl<::.nk page and summarize 
the content in a pnr agr aphn Do not r efer bac k to the sel e ction for your 
sumnnry" V[he n you ho.ve finished s el ection '\ go on .J.nd complete s election 
B. 
SELECTION A 
"Of course what the mm from H:1rs will f ind out first nbout New Eng-
land is th J.t it is neithe r new nor very much like Enc; l'lild. Nor doe s it 
much r e s emble nowadays the conventions.l concept of !1Now Engl:md, n that 
vory special erabodiment of tr G.ditj_on and culture e stablished so firmly in 
most :\me rlc<m minds by genera tions of observ~-=ttion and acceptance. New 
England is mcmy things - an a r ea, a congerie s of pre cedent, a symbol, and, , 
as hJ.s so often b een s aid of Boston, a stat e of mind. "\lso, like every 
American region, it is full of the unexpected, infinitely complex and 
v ::triegat ed. I nev er r::tn into -:mything in Costa Rica or ~,lb ania quite so 
eAotic as Boston. 
"New En~land is the most closely knit group of states in the union; 
it has the dimensions of an entity, with sh 'll'p , concise fronti ers. _1\.s we 
well know it is 1.lmost impossible to define the :rvre stl· conclusively; ev en 
such a compnr atively homogeneous 2.r ea as the 'Southwest' l e.'lks over state 
borders 9 and we s rnll see when we r cr:t::: h the ' South' th.:.:. t no two authori-
ties quite ngr ec a s to whJ. t it is. But every sch()ol child knows what the 
six Now Engl and st ate s ar e , and what is the knifelike bound:uy of the 
r egion a s a whol e . or compo.r e New Engl:md with that l oose ::md conGlom-
e r ate geogr .1.phical eA.rpre ssion 'the Middl e We st.' \mong other things the 
the Hiddle ~7est has no sinsle 1 capital.' But New En ::;lmd most certainly 
has - thouzh the influenc e of Boston is, on the whole, declining, e spe cial-
ly in Rhode Island and Connecticut. 
u This is not to say th :1.t the six New En ::;land states cl.o not differ 
vividly among t herasel V G s. They do, 3.S we sh 111 s ee . 
"Three qualifying points .J.rise . one is th: :.t, despite their geo::;raph-
ic al md historic J.l affiniti e s, the New En :::;l and st-::tt e s only s e ldom express 
thems elves in Washington with political unanimity. The 'silver' s enators 
from the ~'fe st make a singl e dogm -:'.tic bloc; the new Enc;l-mders do not, 
which may b e a r esult of Puritan individualism among othe r things. 
"Second, though the r egion may s eem very closoly tie d and inter-
locked toge ther, the r e are some stagge r :mg disunitie s in such a simple 
mJ.tter .1.s, for example, tr ::msportation. One thinks of New En;_o;l.::md as a 
kind of Switzerland; one a ssume s that trave l is easy from a lmost :my point 
to any other point in a f ew hours, by road or r ail, Which is a gr r:; at il-
lusi C' io To get from Augusta (M:tine) to Concord (N ew Ha."llpshire), s ay 130 
mile. as the crow fli es, you have to ride t wo long side s of a triangle 
through Bostono To get from the c~pital of Vermont to the capit al of 
Connecticut mea.1 s a bus ride and throe changes of train, on three differ-
ent railway syst ems. 
"Finally, from the point of view of geogr aphy and industrialization, 
ther e :::tr e t wo New }~nsl ands. The north (Mo.ine, Vermont, and to some ex-
t ent NGW Hampshire) is pre dominantly rural - on .:.:. r ca of solid for e sts and 
small diversified f ar mso The south (Massachuse tts, Conne cticut, Rhode 
Isl md) is, on the contrary, very thoroughly and he::tvily industrialized 
( thou,sh, again, 2.lmost every sent ence in 'l. survey like this nee ds to bo 
qualified); there is plenty of sm::tll industry in southern Maine and in 
Nc:w Hanpshire . I heard an a r gumtmt once made that Vermont should by 
geogr 2phi cal criteria belong to New york - any Vermonte r will rise to 
::1. r ms at the suggestion - and that New H::unpshire is in r eality 1 p.J.rt 1 of 
Haine . But debate on such points could be endless." 
l 
SELECTION B 
"Jody lay comfortably ill, recovering from the fever~ His mother 
called it the fever, so he did not argue . He thought privately that 
too marry half-ripe brierberries might have something to do with his ail-
mentu Treatment for such things was always much more violent than treat-
ment for the fever. His mother had observed his shaking, had laid her 
big hand on his forehead and said, 1 Git into the bed. You got chills 
and fever.' He had said nothing . 
nshe came into the room now with a cup of steaming liquid. He eyed 
it anx iously. For two days she had been giving him lemon-leaf tea. It 
was aromatic and pleasant. When he had grumbled about its tartness, she 
had added a teaspoon of jelly to it. He wondered if now, in the mysteri-
ous wisdom that sometimes descended on her, she had discovered the truth. 
If she guessed that his tr~uble had been the colic, the medicine she 
held would be either snake•rnot tonic, or a blood purifier made from 
Queen 's Delight , both of which he abominatedo 
"If your Pa'd only plant me a roo-t{_ o' fever grass,u she said , tti 
could git bnth o' you wel l o' the fever in no time. 1 Tain 1t decent, not 
hav ~-1. 1 fever-grass in the yard ." 
tt~Yhat you got in the cup, Ha ?11 
"None o' your business. Open ynur mouth .. " 
ui got a right to know. Suppos in 1 you kilt me and I never lrnowed 
what medicine you give me.~ 
nHit 1 s mullein tea, if you got to knowo Hit come to me, could be 
you wa s comin 1 dovm. with the measles • 11 
"'Tain't the measles, Ma . 11 
"How dn you know? Ynu ain't never had 1 em. Open your mc>uth. If 
'tain't the measles, this here won 't hurt you. If 'tis the measles, 
hit' 11 bring out the rash. 11 
"The thought of bringing nut a rash vms tempting. He opened his 
mouth. She grasped him by the hair and poured half the cupful down his 
throat. He sputtered and fought. 
'
1I won't take no more. 'Tain't the measles." 
nvrell, you'll die if 'tis, and the rash don't break outott 
"He opened his mouth aga in and took the rest of the mullein tea. 
It was bitter, but not nearly as bad as some nf her concoctions. The 
bitter brew she made from pomegranate peelings, or tl~t from pitcher-
plan4· root, was infinitely worse . He lay back on his moss-stuffed 
pill·.w. 
urf 'tis the measles, Ha , how soon wil l the rash come?" 
ttsoon as you git to sweatin' from the tea. I\iver up.u 
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"She left the room and he r esigned himself to waiting for the sweat., 
Being sick was s0mething of a treat • He would not wi llingly go through 
the first night aga in, when cramps had tied him in knotso But the con-
valescence, the s olicitude of his mother and his father, was definitely 
pleasant o He felt a faint sense of guilt that he had not told about the 
brierberries. She would have g iven him a purge, and it would all have 
bee :1 over with by the next morning. Penny had done all the work of the 
cle~ ring a lone for two days. He had hitched old Caesar to the plow and 
plowed ove r the sugar-cane and hilled it up, had worked the corn and the 
cow-peas and the small patch of tobaccov He had hauled water from the 
sink~hole, cut wood, fed and watered the stock, 
uBut perhaps, Jody speculated, he did have the fevera Perhaps he 
was coming dnwn with the measles. He felt his fa.ce and stomach. There 
was no rash yet, no sweato He flounced back and forth in the bed to 
hurry the heating~ He r ea lized that he felt as we ll as ever; better, 
actually, than before the plenitude of meat had tempted him into over-
eatingo He recalled the quantities of fresh sausage and of venison that 
he had eaten without his mother's stopping himo Perhaps after all the 
brierberries had had nothing to do with ito He was sweat ing at last. 
"He called_, 'Hey, :!via , come see1. The sweatts done come 9 ' 
nshe came to him and examined him. 
'•You fe e l as good as I do, 11 she said. 11 Git outen that bed., '1 
une threw back the covers and st epped out onto the deerskin rug., 
For a moment he was light, -headed o 
nyou feel all right ?n she askedo 
"Yes sum. Sort o 1 weakifieda 11 
'~Well, you a in't et nothin'. Git into your shirt and breeches and 
come ~ it you some dinnero 11 
11He dressed quickly and followed her to the kitcheno The food was 
still warm b She laid out biscuits for him, and a plate of hash, and 
poured him a cup of sweet milko She watched him eat. 
"I hoped you 1 d git up a leetle mite pacified.," she saido 
t'!Kin I have some more hash 9 Ma ?" 
11 I sh rmld say nato You've et enough now, to fill a alligator_, 11 
'tv'IJhere 1 s Pa ?u 
11 To the lot, I reckon. u 
~tHe strolled in search of him. Penny was sitting idly, for once, on 
t he gateo 
11We ll, son/' he said, 11you look right peert.u 
11I feel good.n 
f 
. ' 
nyou ain't got the measles, or the child -bed fever, or the smallpox?" 
The blue eyes twinkled. 
UJody shook his heado 
t~Pa o. • • • 11 
11 Ye-s, son. 11 
11 I don't fi gge r there was nothin 1 ailded me but green brierberriesott 
t' That 1 s a bnut wha t I fi ggered. I never said nothin 1 to your Ma, for 
she; s death on a belly-full ,f green brierberries ott 
nJnd y sighed with reliefo 11 
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SEC TION III 
Di rect i ons 
Pl ace a check mark i n Column #1 , #2 , #3 , or #4 to indicate the pa r t 
or parts of magazine read . 
Plac e a check mark in Column #5 , #6 , or # 7 t o i nd i cate the wo r d 
wh ich most n ea rl y tel l s the r egu l a r ity wi t h which you r ea d t he magaz i ne s 
lis t ed . 
>., 
.--i 
.--i 
>., ro 
t:l.l t:l.l 
.--i .:: 
.:: Q) Q) h c 
0 .--i h ro ·rl 
•rl 0 ;:s .--i t:l.l h 
.p •rl .p ;:s ro (1) 
0 .p 0 t:l.l b.O 0 I> 
•rl h •rl '0 Q) 0 (1) 
~ <: p... <: p::: 0 :z; 
American Girl I I 
American Magazine 
Better Homes and Gardens 
Co ll ier's 
Coronet 
Cosmopol i tan 
Country Gent l eman 
Esquire 
-Family Ci rc l e 
Go od Housekeep ing 
-~'2_lida;y 
Ladies 1 Home J nurna l 
Life 
Lo ok 
McCal l' s Magaz i ne 
Modern Romances 
Nationa l Ge ographic 
Parents 1 Magaz i ne 
.. 
Pnpular Mechanics 
Reader ' s Di gest 
Redbook 
Saturday Evening Post 
Ti me 
Woman 1 s Day 
Wnman 1 s Home Cnmpaninn 
L~st any other magazine s which ynu read regul ar l y . 
Do you read a newspaper? 
Regularly Occasionally 
What parts of the newspaper do you read? Use a 1 to show the type you 
like best, a 2 for the second chnice, a 3 for your third choice, etc. 
Comics 
World News 
Ed ito rials 
Sports 
Loca 1 News 
Theater 
Approximately how much time do you spend each day reading the newspaper? 
Which kinds of 
your interest. 
second choice, 
bonks do you like best? Mark the fnllowing according to 
Use a 1 to show the type you like best, a 2 for the 
a 3 for ynur third choice, etc. 
Adventure 
Comics 
Music 
Science 
Art 
Drama 
Poetry 
Sports 
__ Biography 
__ History 
__ Religion 
Travel 
Approximately how much time do you spend each day reading recreationa l 
bnnlcs ? 
Approximate ly how many books have you read just for recreation during 
the past six months? 
Name as many of the books as you can remember. 
A SURVEY OF Hil!I.GERY ACCOMPANYING SILENT READ ING 
Name Cnurs e Sex 
---- --------·---
SAMPLE EXERCISE FOR SECTION IV 
Explanation 
You are gning to read snme sentences and some paragraphs after which 
y~u will be asked to find out what happens to you when you reado W~ny 
people say that when they read they see pictures mentally which illustrate 
wnat they have r ead . On the other hand, some people are just as sure that 
they see nothinge Some people think that they see, taste, smell; or feel 
as t·wy read. Other people are just as sure they see nnthing~ taste 
not} mg , smell nothing, or feel nothing as they reado 
These exercises are designed to discover 
are asked to write a description of the effect 
you see nothing~ say so. If ynu see much, say 
right answers, or no wrong answerso 
Example 
"The girl sat nn the fencb." 
1. Did you see a picture? 
2. How old was the g irl? 
3. How was she dressed? 
4o VVhat kind of a fence was it? 
5. Where was the fence? 
their effect on you. 
as exactly as you cano 
that. There can be no 
6o Were there any nther people watching her? 
7. What kind of terrain was in your picture? 
8. Did you have any feeling towa rd the g irl? 
Ynu 
If 
Now we are ready for the exercises. Each of ynu has a booklet on 
his desk. VVhen I say "GO", open the bnoklet and begin tn read., When ynu 
finish reading "ITEM I", turn the page and answer the questions under 
11QUESTIONS FOR ITEM I". When ynu finish this page, go nn to the next page 
until you have finished the booklet. 
Are there any questions? All right, let's begin. 
SECTION IV 
Direct inns 
Read the following sentences or paragraphs. Vfuen you have finished 
reading, turn the page and answer the questions nn the back nf the sheet. 
When you have finished Item #1, go nn tn Item #2 9 etc. Remember there 
are no right answers, t:'r no wrnng answers. Answer exactly as the selec-
tion affects you. 
ITEM I 
'!Helen placed her fnrk nn her plate and clutched her 
hands together in her lap. 11 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM I 
1. Describe the picture exactly as you saw it. 
2. Vva:s yf'ur picture clear, nr indistinct? 
3. ::nw was Helen dressed? How old Y>Ja. S she? Did she possess any dis-
tinguishing characteristics? 
4 0 In what kind of rnorn was Helen sitting? Describe it. 
5. Was ynur original picture changed by the questions? If so 1 tell how. 
ITEM II 
11Finallyg it was light enough to see a little 11 The rain 
stopped, the clouds were still sodden, but the first thing 
Tom saw was that the water was going dovm.o tt 
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QUESTIONS FOR ITEM II 
lQ Describe the picture exactly as you saw it. 
2. Was your picture very clear, clear or indistinct? 
3e How was Tom dressed? How old was he? Did he possess any distinguish-
ing characteristics? 
4 o Vfhere was Tom in your picture? Describe it. 
5. Was ynur picture changed by the questions? If so, tell hnw. 
ITEM III 
''From C"ne window sill, upon which they have been sitting 
and swinging their legs, a grnup nf children jumped to the 
grnund . Some men who were ta l king idly outside a small cot-
tage straightened themselves up from the wall on which they 
had been leaning. The boys, whn had been playing ball~ be-
came so confused at the sight that they began to run in dif-
ferent direct ions like sheep. They lmocked into each other 
several times, and finally ran down an alleyway that led be-
tween two houses to the river, leaving their ball behind 
them in the gutter.,u 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM III 
1. Describe the picture exactly as y~u saw it in the paragraph. 
2. Was the scene very clear, clear, ~r indistinct? 
3, How rnany children were there in the group? 
4. v:~· 1·e they all girls? all boys? a mixed group? 
s. How was each child dressed? Did you see the colors in each child 1 s 
c lnthes? 
6. Did ynu see the faces of the children? Describe them. 
7. Did ynu see the street in which the children were playing? H0w long 
was it? Hnvr wide was it? 
8. Did ynu see the house in the picture? Was it large? Was it small? 
Was it made of brick? stone? wood? 
9. Did you see any trees in the picture? What kind? How many? 
10, Did you see the ball with which the children were playing? 11\fhat color 
was it? Yfuat size was it? 
11. Did the questions change your original picture? If so, tell how. 
/ 
ITEM IV 
nshe sat do'!Jm in the back row nf the theater and saved 
a s eat fnr Mike. n 
l.Sl. 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM IV 
1. Describe the picture exactly as ynu saw it. 
2. Hnw was the girl in the sentence dressed? n-.w nld was she? 
3 0 Tn whnm did 11Mike 11 refer? Describe this character. 
4. What kind nf a theater did ynu see? Was it large? small? simple? 
~"rna te ? warm? cold ? 
5. Did the questions change ynur nriginal picture? If sn 1 tell hnw. 
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ITEM V 
"The dining-room was square, and having been decorated 
in a period later than the rest of the house, was done in 
heavy mahogany, with a vast table in the center which when 
reduced to its smallest possible circumference still left 
those who seated themselves about it formally remote from 
one another~ The old man sat at the head of the table, in 
the place which he had never relinquished as the dictator, 
the ruler of all the family. 11 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM V 
1. Describe the picture y~u saw as you read the paragraph. 
2. Ylbat S~"rt of room was the dining-r,..nm? 
How many chairs in the room? 
Yfuat Cl)lC'r were the v~alls of the room? 
How many windows in the rnom? 
Were there any hangings at the windows? 
What did the windf1W's ll"nk nut on? 
Were there any pictures on the walls? 
v1fhat were the subjects of the pictures? 
Was there a rug on the floor? 
Vfhat were the ·colors in the rug? 
Vfuat was the design in the rug? 
Were there any other decnrati"ns in the room? 
3. What sort of a person was the man in the paragraph? 
Was he tall or shnrt? 
Did he have any outstanding characteristics? 
How was he dressed? 
W'hat was the tnnal quality of his W'ice? 
~mat was your emotional reaction tn the man? 
4~ Did the questinns change your original picture? If so, tell how. 
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ITEM VI 
"The children were stranded in a school bus for hours 
yesterday because nf the drifts." 
QUESTIONS FOR ITEM VI 
1. Describe the picture exactly as you saw it. 
2. Where wa s t he bus stranded? 
3. Did you have any physical reactions as you read the sentence? 
Did you feel cold? damp? 
4. What kind of a bus was it? 
5 ~ Hnw many children were in the bus? What were their feelings? 
7. VvLa t time nf day was it in your picture ? 
8. Did t~e questions change your original picture? If ao~ tell how. 
ITENI VII 
ttvve picked up our bags and crnssed the square to the 
hotel that was there. It had a dovmstairs window, with a 
dim bulb burning. The light illuminated a small safe, and 
shone on the lady in black who presided C'ver the customers .tt 
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QUESTIONS FOR ITEM VII 
1. Describe the picture y~u saw as ynu read the paragraph. 
2. Hnw rrany people were there in your picture? 
3~ H~w were they dressed? 
4. What kind of hotel vms in your picture? 
5. Describe the cafe in your picture. 
6. How old was the lady in your picture? Hnw was she dressed? 
7 ~ Did ynu have any react inns as you read the paragraph? lJTere they 
pleasant feelings, or unpleasant feelings? Did any scents ac-
cnmpany your reading reactions? Explain. 
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ITEM VIII 
'tirhe new hnme, which was theirs if they wanted it, 
proved tn be a dream." 
159 
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QUESTIONS FOR ITEM VIII 
1. Describe the picture exactly as you saw it. 
2. Was the hous e ::nade of WMd? brick? glass? 
3e Were the re any pe0ple in your picture? How were they dressed? 
How many people were there? 
4. Did y~u see any setting in your picture? 
5. Did the questions change your picture? If sn, tell how. 
GENERAL IMAGERY QUESTIONNAIRE 
Direct inns 
Place a check mark in tho cnlumn which mnst nearly tells hnw ynu 
see the situatinns in the selectinns which ynu are reading. 
>-
-l 
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I.U 
-l 
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I vnr~ ;- YOU RE.f'J) ABOUT PEOPLE IN A STORY: 
Dn ynu sec the characters? 
Dn ynu dotermine t~e a~es nf the characters? 
Dn ynu see the facial fe~tures? 
D, ynu see the clnthes wnrn? 
D, ynu hear the v,..ice of the character? 
Dn ynu have sympathy Vli th the character? 
Df'l ynu feel antagnnistic tnward the character? 
WHEN YOU REfill ABOUT AN OUTDOOR SCENE IN A STORY: 
Dn ynu see the setting nf the stnry? 
Dn :y:nu see the verdure in an nutdnnr scene? 
Dn ynu s ee the terrain in an nutdnnr scene? 
Dn y_nu s ee the cnlnrs in the landscape? 
D, ynu see any unusual Nature phennmona 
shnuld they be mentinned in the stnry? 
WHEN YOU READ il.BOUT AN INDOOR SCENE IN A STORY1 
Dn ynu s ee the furnishings in an ind,..nr scene? 
Dl"l ynu see the size l"lf the rnnm? 
Dn ynu see the lnca tinn ,.,f the r~"~"m? 
Dn ynu see the numb er nf :eioces <'f furn i turo ? 
Dn Y"U see the pnsitinn nf tho furniture? 
Dn ynu soc the cnlnr in tho furniture? 
Dn ynu see the drapes in the rl"nm? 
Dn y('IU see the cnlnrs in the drapes? 
Dn ynu sec the design in the drapes? 
Dn ynu see the pictures in the rnnm? 
Dn ynu sec what the pictures arc abnut? 
Dn ynu see the number l"lf pictures? 
any nrnamonts in the rnnm? l- -. ' ynu see I _ ;r ... ynu see the walls nf the r~"nm? 
D" ynu see the cnlnrs "f the walls? 
Do ynu fe e l the atm~"sphe ro r>f tho rn"m? 
WHEN YOU READ .l\. STORY I 
Dn ynu taste any fnnd :i_f it is menti"ned in the stnry? 
Dn Y"U sme ll any scent if it is men tinned in the s t~"ry? 
Dn ynu actually feel ynurself in the rnnm? 
Dn ynu see descriptinns nf p~aces fnrcign tn ynu? 
Dn ynu hear the · snunds mont inned in tho st"ry? 
When ynu see a ·st,...ry ynu have read in the m,...vios nr nn 
the stage, what is ynur roactil"n tn the character 
p~"rtrayal accnrdjng tn ynur nwn imagery ,...f that 
character? 
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